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—
Sometimes it‘s good to procrastinate. Take this editorial col—
umnfor example. When wefirst started the "What are we go—
ing to write about this month?" process, our first impulse was
to research the history of Valentine‘s Day.
Good thing we procrastinated, because when the always
lovely and equally as talented Alison Tate turned in her "So
What!" column for February, guess what? Seems great minds
think alike because the stunning Ms. Tate researched the holi—
day and found the same research we did. You can read all about
it in the first part of her column on page 34.
So, we have decided to look at ways to be romantic this
Valentine‘s Day.
First a look at the traditional: flowers and candy.
If you‘re thinking of giving that special someone flowers this
Valentine‘s Day, you should have booked that dozen roses be—
fore now because as of Feb. 1, rose prices tend to increase dra—
matically. And, if you‘re wanting to give rosés but are tired of
the traditional dozen long—stem red roses try something a bit
different. Reynolds Florist, located at 1295 Jefferson Ave. in Mid—
town, is offering a dozen Pride roses this Valentine‘s Day. Kin
Meredith told us this special dozen delicate flowers come in

Grt FAMILY & FrirEnps
DruivErEp To Your DooRrsTEP
Every MontH ror $16"
Subscribe to Family &
Friends, the Mid—South‘s
only GLBT Magazine, and
meet interesting people, find
out where to dine and keep up
with all the exciting
entertainment events in the
Mid—South GLBT community!
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)

Return this coupon with a check or money order to:
P.O. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948

rom tus Eortoniac Stare

two each of the six rainbow pride colors. Call Kin today at(901)
726—6805 to pre—book your order and, the longer you wait the
more unlikely you‘ll be able to get them delivered on Feb. 14
Check out Reynolds‘s ad on page 5.
Memphis residents are fortunate in that we have a candy
store located right here at home that produces its very own,
hand—crafted chocolate treats. Dinstuhl‘s Candies has several
locations throughout Shelby County, including stores in East
Memphis, Germantown and Collierville.
If you‘re looking for a great Valentine‘s Day gift for your sweet—
heart and want to help out the HIV /AIDS community at the same
time, make plans to attend the Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite‘s King
& Queen of Hearts fundraising show and silent auction Sunday,
Feb. 10, at Madison Flame (for details, see the ad on page 19). All
proceeds benefit Friends For Life Corporation. Some of the items
up for bid include a dozen Pride roses, a round—trip for two to
the Bahamas, a pair of diamond earrings and an overnight get—
away and gourmet dinner for two in Tunica. And, there will be a
special drawing for the complete first season of "Queer As Folk"
on VHS the night of the event. You must be present to win.
There are plenty of other ways to celebrate this Valentine‘s Day,
taking a romantic stroll hand—in—hand and/or enjoying a candlelit
dinner come to mind. We want to encourage everyone who spends
Feb. 14 with someone they love to be as equal in your display of
public affection (ie., holding hands) as our straight counterparts.
Don‘t decide against a stroll down Beale Street or Riverside Drive
because you‘re afraid of holding your lover‘s hand in public. Don‘t
sit with your hands in your lap while enjoying a romantic dinner
at a local restaurant. If you feel moved by a romantic urge to hold
your sweetie‘s hand across the table — do it!
Our point is this ... The only way society as a whole will get
used to us GLBT folks is for society to become desensitized to our
displays of public affection, meaning, they have to see it all the
time. It has to become the norm rather than the occasional and
odd, and what better time to start acclimating the het—community
than Valentine‘s Day — the day of love, whether it be gay or straight?

February 2002
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MGLCC join

forces

Memphis Pride Inc. (MPT) and the Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC), in an historical decision, will be
working together to host Pride Celebration 2002 the weekend
of July 7 to 9. Additionally, by combining forces, the two orga—
nizations hope to produce a FREE pride festival, another first
for the Memphis GLBT community.
MPI, the organization charged with the responsibility of pro—
viding the annual gay pride celebration in Memphis, after much
discussion, approached the MGLCC board of directors with the
idea of combining forces for the 2002 annual event. Historically,
MPI has produced the Pride parade and festival, while the
MGLCC has hosted a Pride riverboat ride/party the Friday
evening of Pride weekend.
"Following the national trend toward unity right now, MPI
decided to attempt to unify the Memphis GLBT community by
enlisting the help and support of the community center in pro—
ducing what we feel may very well be the best Pride celebra—
tion Memphis has ever seen," said Kay Mills, MPI chair. "We
are looking forward to rolling up our sleeves and working with
all the members of the MGLCC toward the common goal of
providing a celebration worth remembering."
"Because MPI was born out of the community center once
upon a time, we feel honored that MPI stepped forward to ask
for our help with this year‘s Pride celebration," said Jason

for Pride

2002

Crockett, MGLCC president. "Our separate events last year were
some of the best I‘ve ever seen, and by working together from
the start, 2002 should prove to be even better than last year." .
Mark Jones, a past MGLCC president, as well as a member
of MPI in years past, and now serving as a member—at—large on
the MPI board, is more than excited about the two organiza—
tions working together.
"Having been involved in putting on the riverboat ride
through the community center and the parade and festival
through Memphis Pride in the past, I know it is difficult for a.
few people to put on separate events," Jones said. "However,
by combining forces, this doubles the energy, excitement, ideas
and person—power working on one big event. Because of this,
anything is possible and should promise to be the best Pride
weekend in the history of Memphis."
Both organizations‘ mission statements include giving back
to the community, which is exactly what they will do as they «
work towards, hopefully, providing the first FREE Pride festi—
val in Memphis history.
&
Anyone wishing to make donations to the Pride Celebration
2002 effort can do so by mailing them to Memphis Pride, Inc., P.
O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN 38111—1265, or tax-exempt dona—
tions can be mailed to the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Commu—
nity Center, P. O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174—1074.
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Friends looks at those who pavedthe way' backed up by a white band. Her career took her to stages and
RY ANITA MYT
music halls throughout Europe in the 1920s and 1930s. After .
MANAEINE EDiTOR.
her mother‘s death in 1956, she took a few years off from the
music business, but returned to the recording studio in the early
In recognition of Black History Month, Family & Friends set
She continued to perform until her death in 1984.
out to find out who some of the African—Americans were who 1960s.
Source: www.femmenoir.net
contributed positively to theworld of gays, lesbians, bisexuals Bayard Rustin (1912—1987) — A known homosexual, he was
and transgenders, In our web surfing, we came upon two a civil rights activist using his self—described "social dislocation
websitesthat were extremely well done and very informative. and
trouble" methods. In the 1940s, Rustinformed what
Thefirstiswww.blackstripe.com/blacklist,compiledbyChuck wouldcreative
become the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). In the
Tarver ofThe University of Delaware. He provides literallyhun— 1950s, he was involved in thecivil rights movement, working
dreds ofnames ofAfrican—Americanmenandwomen, livingand
with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and A. Phillip Randolph.
dead, thathave left and are leaving theirmarkon GLBThistory. closely
Rustin is best known as "Mr. March," the chief organizer and
Anotherwebsitewefoundbeneficialiswww.femmenoir.net,
person for the 1963 March on Washington, where Dr.
which provides substantial information on many, many Afri— logistics
Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his historic "I Have A Dream"
can—Americalesbiansandtheirimpacton theworld. Thesetwo speech. When Strom Thurmond denounced the upcoming
websites
providehistory,
awealthas well.
ofinformation, notjust on black his— march and pointed out Rustin‘s homosexuality in a speech in
tory, but GLBT
BelowwelisteightAfricanAmerican gays and lesbians that the U.S. Senate, Dr. King stood in defense of Rustin.
have passed on, but who left us a memory, a message, a mean—
ing.that we can learn from in our own journey through this
world. They are only a small sample ofthe hundreds that, both
living and dead, are making history for gays and lesbians and
we urge you to check out these two websites to learn more.
Alberta Hunter (1895—1984) — Ablues singer, she was one of
Family &

the most. popular
African—American
entertainers of the
1920s. Born in
Memphis, Tenn.,
she ran away to
Chicago when she
was a teenager, in
pursuit of her
dreams of becom—
ing a singer. Al—
though married
briefly to a man, the
relationship didn‘t
last and she soon
met Lottie Taylor,
the niece of a fellow
entertainer. The
two lovers stayed
together for many
Alberta Hunter
years. Hunter even—
tually moved to New York, where she wrote "Down Hearted
Blues," which Blues diva Bessie Smith first recorded in 1923.
Also, that same year, Hunter become the first black singer to be

Through
the years, Rustin continued his nonviolent fight for civil rights
in America and the world. He died of a heart attack in 1987.
Ruth Ellis (1899—2001) — A long—time gay role model who
lived to the age of 101, she was
the subject of an award—win—
ning documentary, Living With
Pride: Ruth Ellis @ 100 by
Yvonne Welbon. In an inter—
view with Terri Jewell in Piece
of My Heart, Ellis tells about
being out at a time most of us
could not fathom. Ellis said she
learned the printing trade af—
ter graduating high school. She

and her girlfriend, Ceciline,
lived together for 30 years.
Quote: "Our (Ruth &
Ceciline‘s) house was noted for
being a ‘gay spot. There
weren‘t very many places in
Ruth Ellis
Detroit you could go (to) back
in 1937, 1940." — Ruth Ellis to
Terri Jewell, in Piece of My Heart.
Source: www.femmenoir.net
Glenn Lawrence Burke (1952—1995) — He was the first major
league baseball player to openly discuss his homosexuality.
Burke was an outfielder for the Los Angeles Dodgers, which
included a trip to the World Series. Burke also is credited with
creating the "high five" in 1977, when he ran out onto the field
See Black History, page 7
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"Simone," Watkins‘ female impersonator persona.
However, in 1981, under President Ronald Reagan, the White
House
began enforcing the Army‘s anti—gay policy. Despite five
from page 6
years of court battles, Watkins was dishonorably discharged in
to congratulate a teammate for his home run. However, in 1980, 1984. Watkins appealed his discharge and»finally won in 1989,
Burke finally quit professional baseball altogether after man— when the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled he should be al—
agement traded him and it was clear they didn‘t want a gay lowed back in the Army because the Army had allowed him to
man in the locker room. He continued in the amateur leagues, re—enlist knowing he was gay. Ultimately, Watkins retired from
but turned to cocaine after his career faltered, eventually living the Army as a sergeant first class with full retirement benefits
and an honorable discharge. Watkins died from AIDS—related
on the streets.
Quote: "Being black and gay made me tougher." — Glenn complications in 1996.
Source: www.lambda.net/~maximum/ watkins.html
Burke, Oct. 1994.
Audre Lorde(1934—1992) —A lesbian feminist, Lorde was a poet,
Source: www.lambda.net/~maximum/burke.html
Gladys Bentley (1907— 1960) Leaving home at the age of 16, essayist, novelist, teacher, activist and the New York State Poet for
Bentley headed to 1991—1993.
Born in Harlem to
New York City‘s
Harlem where she Caribbean parents,
soon began earning Lorde was graduated
her way with a song, from Columbia Uni—
whether at a rent versity and Hunter
party or a speakeasy. College. She was
There, she became a married for eight
part of the Harlem years in the 1960s and
Renaissance — the era had two children. She
of the 1920s in the found a balance in her
Harlem and Green— writing skills and the
wich Village sections struggle of injustice
of New York where. when, in 1968, she
the creative, the gays began teaching at
and the lesbians lived Touglaloo College in
and breathed. Many Jackson, Miss., where
glamorous
girl— she witnessed the vio—
friends were found lence during the civil
on the arm of this rights movement.
openly
lesbian Lorde‘s first poem
Audre Lorde
"bulldagger." Bentley was published in Sev— a
was known for her enteen and was fol—
Gladys Bentley |
white tux and top hat lowed by more than a dozen books of poetry and six books of
and her flirtations prose between 1968 and 1993. Lorde documented her 14—year battle
;
with the women in the audience. Despite the ill effects of Prohi— with cancer in The Cancer Journals and A Burst of Light.
Quote:
"Black
lesbian,
mother,
warrior,
poet."
—Audre
Lorde,
bition and the Great Depression, Bentley moved to Los Angeles
1
where she continued to perform in gay bars. However, as time self—description.
Source: www.femmenoir.net
went on, she soon denounced her homosexuality and married a
James Baldwin (1924—1987) — An openly gay man, this novelist
man 16 years her junior in 1952, only to divorce him. In 1960, just
and civil rights activist is known for
prior to being ordained as a minister, Bentley died of the flu.
his works published during the
Quote: "It seems I was born different ... From the time I can
civil rights movement of the 1950s
remember anything ... I never wanted a man to touch me ...
and 1960s; Born and raised in New
Soon I began to feel more comfortable in boys clothes than in
York
City, Baldwin moved to
dresses." — Gladys Bentley to Ebony magazine.
France
in 1948, but returned to the
Source: www.femmenoir net
Big Apple in 1957. Many of his
Perry Watkins (1949—1996) — He was the subject of a mile—
works included, not just racism
stone case in military law and its ban on homosexuality. Drafted
themes, but gay themes, as well.
into the Army in 1968, during the Vietnam War, he answered,
Giovanni‘s Room (1956) is abouta
"Yes," to the question on his intake form that asked if he had
white man who must come to
homosexual tendencies. Even so, the Army accepted him. De—
James Baldwin
_
terms with his homosexuality; An—
spite the abuse he suffered at the hands of his boot—camp fellow
other Country (1962) is about racial
soldiers, his requests were met with denials to be discharged,
Watkins continued to re—enlist, each time declaring his homo— and gay sexual tensions among New York intellectuals.
Source: www.uic.edu/depts/quic/history/james_baldwin.html
sexuality to his superiors. His superiors were even aware of
Black History
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Meet Daniel Levine

of The

Who‘s

Tommy

a premed student. I attended Tufts University (School of Den—
tal Medicine in Boston) but dropped out in my second year when
MANAECEINGE EDIOQ
I was cast in the national tour of Le Miserable." He played
Claquesous in that production. He also was the understudy for
The Who‘s Tommy, the Tony award—winning Broadway musi—
role of Marious.
cal, will make its way to the stage of The Orpheum Theatre, 203 theWith
his acting career before him, Levine moved to New York
South Main, Feb, 19—24.
City, got an agent and proceeded to audition for as many parts
With music and lyrics by Pete Townshend and story written by as he could.
Townshend and Des McAnuff, this exciting production tells the
To date,
credits include both Broadway and national
amazing journey of young Tommy Walker, who after witnessing a tours of TheLevine‘s
Rocky
Horror
tragic event, retreats to become a deaf, dumb and blind boy. Tommy star, Chicago and BabesinShow, Mamma Mia!, Jesus Christ Super—
Arms. Other New York City credits
emerges as an unwilling hero — the Pinball Wizard — who is forced include John and Paul,
The
Gorey Detail, Naked Boys Singing and
to live up to the expectationsof his demanding followers during La Gran Scena Opera.
His
televisi
on credits include co—starring
his iconic rise to stardom. The show is ultimately a positive, pow— roles on "Beverl
y Hills 90210," "General Hospital," "Tony
erful story about family, forgiveness and redemption.
Awards 2000" and "The Rosie O‘Donnell Show.". And, he was
The unparalleled musical score contains the classic hits, "Pin— in No Such
Thing, a Francis Ford Coppola Film.
>
ball Wizard," "Listening to You" and "Sensation."
"Cousin Kevin is Tommy‘s cousin," Levine said, explaining
Tommy originated in 1969, with The Who‘s best—selling al— the character he playsin
Tommy. "I make life miserable for him.
bum by the same name. This rock—opera has moved from the I also
introdu
ce
him
to
the
pinball machine. When Tommy be—
album to the concert stage, the ballet, the motion picture screen comes the Pinball
Wizard,
Cousin
Kevin stays by Tommy‘s side
and finally to the theater.
desiring to steal Tommy‘s fame."
Tommy opened on Broadway in 1993, receiving critical ac—
Levine gets a lot of leadway in his portrayal of the selfish
claim and earning five Tony Awards, including Best Score; six Cousin
Kevin.
Drama Desk Awards and three Outer Critics‘ Circle Awards,
"I‘ve never had a character like this," Levine said. "I am free
including Outstanding Musical.
; on stage and it‘s a lot of fun. Cousin Kevin is a 17—year—old freaky
Daniel Levine took time out from the tour of Tommy to talk kid; I get to be
a brat on stage."Levine said his ability to ad lib
to Family & Friends.
in the part allows his portrayal of Cousin Kevin to be slightly
Turns out, Levine chose an acting career over a medical one. different each time.
"I grew up in Boston," Levine said, "and got my undergradu—
h many will remember the movie Tommy, Townshend
ate degree from Brandeis University. I was a theater major and andAlthoug
McAnuff made a few modifications to the storyline for the
theater production. A few of the differences include Tommy‘s
father, Capt. Walker, was killed in World War II and returned as
a ghost to Tommy. In the stage production, Capt. Walker was
only mistaken for dead during the war. Another difference is
Tommy‘s mom in the film was wild, materialistic and an alco—
holic; on stage she is nicer.
"It is clearer to the audience what is going on," Levine said,
explaining the stage production. "The music and the charac—
ters are the same (as the movie). The story is a remarkable (one).
"Tommy is a message of forgiveness. (It shows that one) can‘t
rely on celebrity and fame to get you through. It is about family
and finding that thing insideof you that grounds you," he added.
Levine said actors in musicals often are better at acting and
some are better at singing.
"The cast (of Tommy) is really remarkable as (they are good
as) both singers and actors," Levine, who is gay, said, "and (they)
can tell the story really well."
The Chicago Tribune wrote of this national tour‘s production,
"This Tommy is the latest, and maybe the best, version of one of
rock music‘s grand creations! It will grab you!"
Tickets range from $10 to $55 each (plus applicable service
charges) and are available The Orpheum Theatre Box Office,
the Orpheum ticket counter located in Davis—Kidd Booksellers
in Laurelwood Center and at all TicketMaster locations. To or—
der tickets by phone, call (901) 525—3000 or (901) 743—ARTS. Tick
Daniel Levine in his Cousin Kevin role in The Who‘s Tommy. ets
also may be purchased online at www.ticketmaster.com.
bleUIP
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woman or an organization. The first winner, in 1985, was Allen Cook
and John Stilwell, followed by the Mystic Krewe ofAphrodite, Tommy
Stewart, Bettye Griffin, Vincent Astor, Heartstrings Volunteers, The

Wagettes, ThePipettes, EthanPruettand Ed Hammett, Dennis Kijowski,
Sharon Wray, Bill Andrews and Matt Presley, Jimmy Gray, Ed Bran—
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don, Shelia Tankersly, Glenn Jones, and in 2001, Butch Valentine.
The banquet, which is prepared and served by Tsarus mem—
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Tsarus, Memphis‘ oldest Levi—Leather men‘s club, is now
taking nominations for its 18th Annual Man of the Year Award
for Outstanding Service to the Gay and Lesbian Community.
The winner will be announced at a banquet set for March
12, 7:30 p.m., at Crossroads, 111 North Claybrook. Tsarus will
donate $500 to the charity of the winner‘s choice and the
winner‘s name will be engraved on a plaque, which hangs at
The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar Avenue.
During the past 17 years, the "Man of the Year" often has been a

+

bers, includes soup, salad, entree and dessert. Tickets are $8
each and available at Crossroads, The Pumping Station or from
any Tsarus member.
To make a nomination for the 18th Annual Man of the Year
and/or to purchase tickets,.call (901) 276—4132 or (901) 358—5356.
Members of Tsarus are not eligible.
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According to Jeffrey Hanover, chief operating officer of Memphis
Regional Planned Parenthood, abortions accountforless than 10 per—
cent of the health care provided at the center, located on the entire
third floor of the Mid—Memphis Towers at 1407 Union Avenue. —
Hanover and Ellen Ruby—Markie, CEO/President of Mem—
phis Regional Planned Parenthood, sat down with Family &
Friends last month to discuss the agency and what it has to do
with the Memphis and Mid—South gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender community.
"We wanted to make very visible our
support of the GLBT community,"
Ruby—Markie said, explaining why a
gay pride sticker is promptly displayed
on the glass entrance to the center. "Jeff
has worked very hard to be sure we are
GLBT—friendly."
Hanover said he placed one sticker
there only to have someone take it, so
they put up another one.
"We are committed to changing the
impression of Planned Parenthood as
"women only," Hanover said. "We want .
to reach the GLBT community and let
them know we are here for them pro—
viding non—judgmental healthcare."
Often, individuals, including some
medical personnel, feel lesbians don‘t need the same health care
as straight or bisexual women. However, that is not accurate.
"It is the rumor of the day that lesbians, because they are not
having sex with men, don‘t need pap smears and other cancer
screenings," Ruby—Markie explained. "A woman is a woman in
our eyes." She further explainedthere is actually an increased
risk ofbreast cancer in lesbians and lesbians also are subject to
;
cervical and other cancers, as well.
"Women need to make a responsible choice (for their health
care)," she said. "When you come to us for care, we and our
staff don‘t assume you are heterosexual. We ask everyone if
they have had male partners, if they have had female partners.
Wetailor our care on the information you give us."
Planned Parenthood now extends it services to gay men, as
well, offering testingfor sexually transmitted diseases, includ—
ing HIV/AIDS.
"We try to provide a safe environment for mento come here
for HIV testing," Hanover said. "Where other options for HIV
testing can be threatening, we provide a safe place for testing,
follow—up and pre— and post—test counseling." Hanover added
that at some point in the future he would like to see Planned
picture.
are correct, butthat‘s only part of the
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Parenthood provide general health screenings, including those
for prostate cancer for men.
i
The two pointed outtheir goal to "go outside these four walls
and into the GLBT community." Récently, Planned Parenthood
partnered with other agencies in the city to provide OraSure
HIV testing at the 2001 Cooper—Young Festival.
"When it warms up in the spring, you will see us out in the
bars and at other events," Hanover said.
According to Ruby—Markie, the board of directors of Mem—
phis Regional Planned Parenthood is as diverse as its clientele,
including both gays and lesbians. And the board is highly sup—
portive of its efforts to make the agency a viable part of the
Memphis and Mid—South GLBT community.
7
As part of the mission statement of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America, the agency is devoted to diversity.
"We believe that respect and valuefor
diversity in all aspects of our organiza—
tion are essential to our well—being," the
statement read.
All employees are required to go
through diversity training, which in—
cludes GLBT sensitivity training.
"Our staff has worked hard to understand
issues of our GLBT clients," Hanover said, "es—
pecially those ofteenagers and young people."
Speaking of which, for the next several
months the agency has been funded to do
FREE OraSure HIV testing on both males
and females, ages 13 to 24. (The OraSure
method involves no needles, no blood, no
pain. A toothbrush looking swab is sim—
ply placed in the client‘s mouth for three
minutes. That‘s it. Test results can be back
in as little as 24—hours.)
"HIV isthere," Hanover said, noting the rise in HIV infections
in youth today, regardless of sexual orientation, race or gender.
But its services to the GLBT population go beyond HIV/AIDS.
According to Hanover, 24 percent of GLBT youth cause a
pregnancy to prove they aren‘t gay. Therefore, the need for preg—
nancy prevention through education and birth control options
enters even the GLBT community.
"Sexuality education goes beyond sexual orientation,"
Hanover said.
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood serves 42 counties in
West Tennessee, North Mississippi and Crittenden County, Ark.
Reproductive healthcare services offered by the agency for
women include gynecological exams; a full range of birth con—
trol methods, diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted
infections; HIV/AIDS testing and counseling; pregnancy test—
ing; emergency contraception; Pap smears and cancer Screen—
ing procedures such as colposcopy, LEEP, and cryotherapy, and
first—trimester abortion.
See Planned Parenthood, page 14
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THE MEMPHISFREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, founded by Jim
Maynard, has its website up now at www.geocities.com/
memphisfreethought. This organization is for "atheists, agnostics
and secular humanists to unite to defend our freedom FROM reli—
gion." A complimentary organization, also founded by Jim Maynard,
the MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN ATHEISTS & HUMANISTS, will
have its website up soon at www.geocities.com/memphisgalah.
‘We understand a new GAY TV CHANNEL is on the draw—

February 2002

ing board. MTV and SHOWTIME supposedly are joiningforces
to create the new business venture. And, if they don‘t come
through, VIACOM MEDIA (CBS, UPN, Nickelodeon and VH!1‘s
parent company), HBO, USA NETWORKS and RAINBOW
MEDIA (Bravo, AMC‘s parent company) each have tossed
around the idea for a gay—themed cable network.
Do you know someone that has done an outstanding job of
contributing positively to the Memphis GLBT community? Well,
TSARUS, wants to know their name. The group is now taking
nominations for its 18TH ANNUAL MAN OF THE YEAR
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE GAY AND
LESBIAN COMMUNITY. See page 10 for details.
If you are headed toward CHICAGO between now and
March 10, you might consider checking out BEING BEAUTI—
FUL at the Bailiwick Arts Center, 1227 W. Belmont. SANFORD
GAYLORD, who was recently profiled in Family & Friends and
was here for the grand opening of FFL‘s POSITIVE LIVING
CENTER, is in this musical. Being Beautiful follows the young
African—American man Afton, who flees from his home and
meets a family of unusual men who embrace him. For more
information visit online at www.bailiwick.org, email

Ba111w1ckr@aolcom or call (773) 883—1090. Break a leg, Sanford!
Talk about ABSURDITIES OF THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT. There
was a major Pro—Life (anti—abortion) March for Life last month.
Many different groups participated in the march, holding up plac—
ards and signs, often identifying the individual groups. But when
THE PROLIFE ALLIANCE OF GAYS & LESBIANS group held
up their sign, they were arrested. Apparently, the organizer,
NELLIE GRAY, hates queers more than she does abortions and
asked the group to leave the march. When they didn‘t, they were
arrested. For more, check out the website at www.plagal.org.
PLAYHOUSE ON THE SQUARE is hosting the UNIFIED
PROFESSIONAL THEATRE AUDITIONS FEB. 15—17 Approxi—
mately 80 theater companies will be represented and 600 actors ~
and crew members will converge on the theater for the nation‘s
2nd largest "combined audition." Those interested in volun—
teering should call Michael at 725—0776. For more information
on the event, check out its website at www.upta.org.
EMERALD THEATRE COMPANY will present PSYCHO
BEACH PARTYMarch 15—17 and 22—24, at Theatreworks, 2085 Mon—
roe. All shows are at 8 p.m. and tick—
ets are $10 each. For more informa—
tion or tickets, call (901) 722—9302.
LILLY‘s DIM SUM THEN
SOME has changed its name ‘to
LILLY‘S ASIAN BISTRO. Own—
ers, NANCY TESMER and
KATHY WEBB decided the res—
taurant needed a name that was
\_ 212 North Evergreen
"more reflective of who we are."
901—722—2177 _‘
Several of our community‘s
gay—owned businesses up and
down MADISON AVENUE have
been hindered do to the City of
Memphis‘s construction of the
new trolley line. EVERYONE is
still open and offering great
places to enjoy a night. Pardon the
dust and walk on in.
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2117 Peabody,
Memphis, TN
901—278—MORE
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Friday, Feb. 15 at8 p.m.
Germantown Performing Arts Center
1801 Exeter Road, Germantown
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Friends For Life to
host February concert
Friends For Life will presentits 5th Annual Fabulous Febru—
ary Concert, "Tales of the Cities: The Songs that Made the Cit—
ies Famous" on Sunday, Feb. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at the New Daisy
Theatre, 330 Beale Street.
C
This year‘s concert promises a city and a song for everyone,
be it "Saint Louis Blues," "Walkin‘ in Memphis" or "Chattanooga
Choo Choo." Returning to the stage will be several of Memphis‘s
best songsters, including Joyce Cobb, GaryJohns, JackieJohnson, _
Debbie Kines, Chris Hudson and Doug Saleeby. Holly Shelton
from Pensacolahas been added to the lineup this year. The 18
piece Memphis Jazz Orchestra will provide the accompaniment
and FM100‘s Tom Prestigiacomo will be the emcee for the evening.
"In our effortsto raise money and awareness," said Butch
Valentine, director of fundraisingat Friends for Life and founder
of the Fabulous February Concert series, "we always try to give
our supporters the very best events, because after all, our sup—
porters are the verybest in Memphis and they deserve the very
best." According to Valentine, proceeds from this concert will
support such Friends For Life programs as the food pantry,
transportation, housing, the new Buddy Program andthe Posi—
tive Living Center. Last year‘s concert, after expenses, raised
approximately $50,000 for the organization.
Valentine added, "This year‘s concert is dedicated to the
memory of Dorothy Simon, a former advisory board member
and volunteer of Friends For Life, a friend to many and an ar—
dent music lover."
Tickets start at $25 each and prepaid reservations are required
by calling Butch Valentine at (901) 272—0855.

Tickets
Planned Parenthood
$20 Adults ,
from page 11
$15 Children
General health screenings for women vary in price, depend—
‘ing
on what is done, and average from $75 to $125; a sliding
Plus $3 GPAC
scale pay option, based on gross income, is available.
service charge
The agencyoffers men diagnosis and treatment of sexually
transmitte
d infections; HIV/AIDS testing and counseling and
per ticket
vasectomy.
The cost of HIV serum (blood) tests at Memphis Regional
Box Office
Planned Parenthood is $40 and the OraSure tests (an equally
(901) 757—7256
reliable saliva test) is $35. Males and females, ages 13 to 24, are
eligible
for FREE OraSure tests during the next few months. As
T E N NE $8 6C
far as HIV goes, the agency desires first to identify and second
to support. Support is provided by getting the client, who tests
positive for HIV, into care as soon as possible and staying with
the client until he or she has been received at one of several
referral
agencies.
C0M M 1SS |0N
"Cost should not be a barrier," Hanover added. "Planned
FUND FOR THEARTS\
Parenthood is a quality healthcare facility that is affordable. We _
will
work with each person regardless of his/her ability or in—. _
Sponsored by the Cultural Development
ability to pay."
Foundation of Memphis and JoAnne Rile
For more information or to make an appointment, call
(901) 725—1717
f
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To Be A Buddy—Volunteer, you must:
‘* Pass a criminal background check
* Provide 3 references
_

<
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a
various levels of care to
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* Attend an 8—hour training seminar and
*
a
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3rd An nual em his f
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January 18 — February 18, 2002
Pink Palace Museum
3050 Central Avenue
Reservations 320—6362

1—

October 3, 1955 — December 29, 2001
Looking for Mexico irIWMennis?

FurL—Service Restaurants
East * 717 N. White Station (901 —685—5404)
Downtown e 87 S. Second Street (901—522—0011)
West Memphis e 3600 E. Broadway (870—735—6466)
Quick—Serve Restaurant
East e 2841 S. Perkins Road (901 —363—81 18)
Aur Restaurants Oren at 11 a.m. Dany

fFriday
_ 7:00 Living Sea
8:00 Grand Canyon
Saturday
?
10:30 Wild California
11:30 Destiny in Space
1:00 Thrill Ride
2:00 T—REX
3:00 Living Sea
4:00 Grand Canyon
5:00 Destiny in Space
7:00 Living Sea
_ 8:00 GrandCanyon
| Sunday
1:00 Thrill Ride
2:00 T—REX
3:00 Living Sea
4:00 Grand Canyon
5:00 Destiny in Space
Monday
{Jan. 21 & Feb. 18)
10:30 Wild California
11:30 Destiny in Space
1:00 Thrill Ride
2:00 T—REX
_ 3:00 Living Sea
seesX 4:00 Grand Canyon
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LIVES SHE TOUCHED

WE LOVE YOU,
SHELIA TANKERSLEY
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‘Dragon‘s Tale‘

Chinese celebration. From the mighty Sword Dance, which dem—
onstrates the warrior‘s agility at martial arts, to the gentle, warm
and colorful Fan Dance, to the TaiPing Drum Dance, heralding
the coming of Spring, one sits smiling and breathless at this
most wonderful celebration of Chinese culture and art.
Tickets to "Dragon‘s Tale" are $20 for adults and $15 for chil—
dren, plus a $3 service charge per ticket imposed by GPAC. Tick—
ets are available at the GPAC Box Office, located at 1801 Exeter
Road, or by calling the box office at (901) 757—7256.

323—6FUN

Celebrate the Chinese New Year with the Cultural Develop—
ment Foundation of Memphis as it brings Nai—Ni Chen‘s "Dragon‘s
Tale" to the Germantown Performing Arts Centre (GPAC), lo—
cated at 1801 Exeter Road, on Friday, Feb. 15, at 8 p.m.
With ingenious choreography, dazzling costumes, fan,
f
tastic props and delightful
music, the Nai—Ni Chen
Dance Company will take the
audience on a journey to the
exciting world of ancient and
contemporary Chinese art.
The brilliantly—choreo—
graphed steps bring the
entire culture and tradi—
tion of China to life.
Colors swirl as elfin
dancers move with
rapid, graceful steps,
recreating the most
popular Chinese
folk dance —the Rib—
bon Dance — which
is an integral part
of every major
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THURSDAYS
DRAG SHOW @ 10:45 p.m.
Featuring Miss Joann, Jasmine Sci,
Lauren Drake and special guests
$3 cover all night!
which includes beer bust until 11:30 p.m.
OR first domestic beer FREE!
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new director
FFL‘s Positive Living Center gets
The Positive Living Center, a program of Friends For Life
Corporation (FFL) has a new director, Anita Bradford. She suc—
ceeds Len Piechowski, who was hired by FFL in July 2001, to get
the Positive Living Center open and running as itsfirst director.
Piechowski is moving into another position with FFL, as di—
rector of the HIV/AIDS organization‘s new Buddy Program.
Both individuals took their new positions effective Jan. 1, 2002.
"Len is great at getting programs started and off the ground,"
said Kim Moss, FFL executive director. "He did such a great job
implementing the Positive Living Center, and I felt the Buddy
Program was so important, that it deserved Len‘s expertise in
getting it started."
"I am deeply appreciative to Kim for the confidence he is
placing in me," Piechowski said. "I had a wonderful time work—
ing on the start—up of the Positive Living Center and I antici—
pate having a great time as the Buddy Program coordinator.
We plan to have the program up and running by March 31, but
}
there is quite a bit to do before then."
Bradford is a certified HIV education instructor and licensed
alcohol and drug counselor. A native Memphian, Bradford has
previously served as program coordinator for alcohol and drug
services and program coordinator for the Babylove Treatment
Program for Women, both at Midtown Mental Health Center.
Bradford is presently a senior at The University of Memphis

pursuing a bachelors degree in professional studies.
"I love it here at the Positive Living Center," Bradford said.
"The PLC is such a peaceful, spiritual and relaxing environ—
ment in which to work. My new position at the PLC gives me
the opportunity to be more hands—on with clients, which I love,
because I‘ve spent the past five years in administration. And,
it‘s also a pleasure to be working with Kim Moss againbecause
he‘s been my mentor and is someone I really admire."
"Anita has extensive alcohol and drug treatment experience
and she also has experience in running major programs," Moss
explained. "Because of her expertise and the emphasis we want
to have on dealing with additions at the PLC, she seemed more
|
than the perfect person for the job."
PLC.
the
for
goals
new
Bradford already has established some
being
already
services
the
enhance
to
are
"My goals here
provided and to create additional services," she explained.
"Added services will include those geared toward people with
HIV/AIDS who are substance abusers or recovering addicts,
mothers newly—diagnosed with HIV/AIDS and HIV /AIDS—
f
‘positive women with children."
Another new face clients will notice at the PLC is that of

Jimmy Cooper, Bradford‘s new assistant.
See PLC, page 56
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Memphis restaurant gets awards,
Lilly‘s Dim Sum Then Some, located at 903 S. Cooper Street
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood, has changed its name to
Lilly‘s Asian Bistro. Owners Nancy Tesmer and Kathy Webb
decided the new name was needed to be "more reflective of
who we are." Lilly‘s plans to expand its entree offerings and its
catering and to begin a new wine program. The food, the ser—
vice and the Lilly‘s team remain the same.
Lilly‘s received yet another Memphis award, this time from Mem—
phis Woman whose readers voted the pan—Asian restaurant "Best
Asian Restaurant" for 2002, as well as positioning it in one of the top
places readers frequented for casual dining and business lunches.
And anotherhonor was bestowed on theambitious restau—
rant when Kikkoman Inc., the largest maker of premium soy
sauce in the world, chose Lilly‘s "Hong Kong Chicken" recipe
for inclusion in its Chinese New Year Campaign. Lilly‘s was
contacted by Kikkoman after a marketing representative read
about Lilly‘s in Nation‘s Restaurant News. Lilly‘s submitted the
recipe, which was tested in Kikkoman‘s corporate kitchens. The
recipe was selected to be included in Kikkoman‘s publicity cam—
paign, which will be published in all national restaurant trade
publicatiohs and distributed to more than 5,000 restaurants.
In celebration of the Chinese New Year Festival, Feb. 12—26,
Lilly‘s will host a variety of classes and dinners. On Thursday,
Feb. 7, from 7 to 9 p.m., you can enjoy a Chinese New Year Dinner
with the chef and learn the taboos and superstitions surrounding

Need

new name

the new year. Dim sum tasting, dessert and non—alcoholic bever—
age are included in the $30 per person cost. Or, you can celebrate
the Chinese New Year on Tuesday, Feb. 12, from.7 to 9 p.m., by
sampling Asian beer, selected by wine and beer consultant Nancy
Tesmer. Cost is $10 per person. Reservations are required for these
two special events by calling (901) 276—9300 or by email at
lillysmemphis@aol.com. Taxes and gratuity not included.
Integrity—Memphis to meet
The next regular monthly meeting of Integrity—Memphis will
be held on Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal
Church, located at Second and Adams streets.
The meeting will begin with a short worship service, fol—
lowed by dinner. The after—dinner program will feature a local
attorney who will discuss legal issues of particular interest to
the gay community.
Regular monthly meetings, set on the third Tuesday of each
month, beginning at 6:30 p.m., host a variety of programs cov—
ering a wide range of topics of interest to the GLBT community.
Integrity—Memphis‘ membership consists of many faith tradi—
tions and visitors are always welcome.
For more information, visit Integrity—Memphis‘ website at
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html.

Income Tax Help?
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There is someone in the
family that can help!
e Income Tax
e Cash Management Consulting
e Bookkeeping
Call Mark at Midtown Accounting
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FRIDAYS

WOMYN‘S NIGHT 9 to 3
Special performances by Ricky Van Dyke
& others (see website for schedule)
$2 cover for womyn
$3 cover for men
which includes $1 off 1st beverage!
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Nashville‘s YALL to

OnSunday,March10,at4p.m.,YALL,theNashville—based
country
music duo, returns
to Memphis after a sold—out con—
certinJanuary2001.
Thegroup,whichdeftlystraddlestheline
between
kitsch . . and pure old—fashioned country reverence,
accordingtoBillboardmagazine,willagainperforminacoffee—
housesettingatNeshobaUnitarianUniversalistChurch(UUC),
located atinCordova.
7350 Raleigh LaGrange Road (between Trinity and
Macon)
inCulver,spokespersonforNeshobaUUC.
a"Thisuniquepair
dress = are muchofguitar—and—ukulele—playingboys—one
more than a novelty"Theirfamily—friendly
act," saidAnthony
stories
and humorous
songs invite people into a world where
everyoneis
trulywelcome."
Y‘ALL partners James Dean"TheJonStewartShow,"
Jay Byrd and Stevenaswellas
Cheslik—
DeMeyerhaveappearedon

Need someoneF to talkto?
f
J
"TL. eo.
A e G e l e
was
|
W
Memphis Area Gay Youth
as

e

Peer support & dlscuSSlOn group
f

(901) 3 35 -MAGY

glve NUUC concert

* < a
Comedy Central‘s "Premium Blend." They also won.—the title of
MTV‘s Most Unusual Band Based .on a Music Video for their
song "The Egg Man."
Tickets are $7 for adults and $3 for students and children.
For more information about YALL, visit its website at
www.luckygreendress.com. For more information on the con—

cert, call the church office at(901) 266—2626or visit Neshoba,
UCC‘s website at www.neshobauu.org.
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Tickets can be purchased in advance or atthe door! Call 726—4211 for more information!
SPONSORED BY: Best Buds, LLC
_—
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Opera Memphis

to

stage

Opera Memphis will stage Jacques Offenbach‘s Tales of
Hoffmann on Saturday, March 2, at 8 p.m. and Tuesday, March
5, at 7:30 p.m. at The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South Main Street.
During an evening of merriment at Luther‘s Tavern, the
popular poet Hoffmann captures the attention of his fellow
youths with his tales of three tragic love affairs, each depicting
a different kind of love: the love of beauty, the love of the sen—
sual and the love of the heart.
The first tale is truly bizarre. Blinded by a pair of magical
glasses, Hoffmann falls madly in love with a mechanical doll
named Olympia. He realizes his mistake only after his love falls
to pieces in his arms as they dance.
Hoffmann‘s next plunge into love is no less tragic. Lady
Giulietta, a beautiful coquette, is urged to seduce Hoffmann.
He has boasted of his strong willpower to overcome her charm,
and her lover, Dapertutto, wishes to trick the young braggart
and to release Giulietta from her protector so she may run away
with him. Giulietta easily succeeds, and Hoffmann falls madly
in love with her. The smitten man challenges her protector to a
duel and wins. As he rushes back to celebrate with his love, he
discovers that she and Dapertutto have already run offtogether.
Hoffmann‘s final affair is the most tragic of all. A young Ger—
man singer has been afflicted with consumption. For her health,
her father has forbidden her to sing, but Dr. Miracle, a secret

Tales

of Hoffmann

enemy of the family, urges her to continue her career. She and
Hoffmann are lovers. He knows nothing of her condition until
he watches her literally sing herself to death. She lies in his arms,
takes her final breath and dies. Hoffmann is crushed.
Back at the tavern, the now—drunk Hoffmann swears off the
love of women. He vows devotion to art, the only mistress who
is faithful: As he falls into a stupor, a muse comes to him. She
tells him that his woes with love will lead to artistic inspira—
tions and that we are made great by love and tears.
Conducted by Michael Ching, Randolf Locke takes the role
of Hoffmann, Erin Windle is Olympia and Allison Charney is
Giulietta.
Tickets, which range from $10 to $70, are available at the
Opera Memphis Box Office, 4821 American Way, #102; by call—
ing the Opera Memphis Box Office at (901) 257—3100, or by call—
ing TitketMaster at (901) 743—ARTS.
For more information, visit Opera Memphis‘s website at
www.operamemphis.org.
Bookmark It!
VISIT FAMILY E FRIENDS" WEBSITE AT
www. FamilyandFriendsMagazine.com

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
welcoming all the children of God
into a community offaith and Spirit!
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SATURDAYS
DANCE PARTY 9 to 3
NO COVER BEFORE 10:30 p.m.

We‘re in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!

$3 cover after 10:30

1000 South Cooper

DRAG SHOW @ 11:30 p.m.

Worship at 10:30 on Sunday mornings
www.firstcongo.com

Featuring Miss Joann,

Jasmine Sci,

Lauren Drake and special guests
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Lambda Center closes its doors, groups find new homes

HIS Way,
His Life For You.

His Word,

MGLCC schedules party
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
(MGLCC)willbehostinga "Not—Your—TypicalMardiGras
Dance Party" on Tuesday, Feb. 12, from 7 p.m. to mid—
night, at Impulse, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, tocelebrate
FatTuesday.Admissionisonly$5perpersonandincludes
a traditional New Orleans—style buffet, fun games and
prizes, and, of course, King (cup) Cakes.
What kind of Mardi Gras party wouldit be without
King Cakes? Find the baby and become King or Queen
fortheevening! Comeasyouare,orbetteryet,wearyour
mostoutrageousMardiGrascostumeandjoininthe "best‘
costume" contest.
Tickets can be purchased in advance by calling
(901) 726—4211, or at the door. MasterCard and Visa
are accepted.
f

woo‘siydwawas;ndu:*mmm

Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community Church also was

housed at the 1488 Madison Avenue location. We understand
the church may stay at that location, but at press time Family &
Friends had not been able to contact the church‘s pastor, Rev.
Kathy Switzer, to verify the church‘s plans.

Grove — (901) 323—6FUN

The Lambda Center, a landmark in the Memphis GLBT com—
munity, has closed it doors at 1488 Madison Avenue, effective
Jan. 30,2002.
The center housed many 12—step groups geared toward the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender population during its 15
years of operation. Those groups included various Alcoholics
Anonymous, Al—Anon, Narcotics Anonymous and sex addicts
anonymous groups among others.
°
"Some of the groups have been moving elsewhere," said
Julie Young, treasurer of The Lambda Center, explaining the
closure. The Lambda Center was an umbrella organization,
dependent on the groups it housed to pay for the building‘s
rent, utilities, etc.
Because of heavy rains during the past year and subsequent
physical problems with the building, and the landlord not co—
operating with the repairs of the building, several groups de—
cided to find housing elsewhere.
At press time, Into the Light, an open women‘s Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting, had moved to Holy Trinity Community
Church, 3430 Summer Avenue, where it will meet every Thurs—
day at 5:30 p.m. Seriously Sober Open Alcoholics Anonymous
(for men and women) has moved to Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church, 499 Patterson (near The University of Memphis) and
meets every Friday at 8 p.m.
j
"We are keeping everything active," Young said about the
desires of the Lambda center‘s board of directors, "and hope to
open somewhere else as soon as possible.

LIVING WORD
CHRISTIAN 0CHURCH
~A
North Garland —
mphis, TN 38104
SUNDAYS
901—276—0577
@ 9 p.m.
Services: Hosted byKRAZY—oke
"Artie: The One—Man Party"
Sunday — IGAM and 6PM‘
It‘s your chance to be a STAR!

$3 cover all night!
which includes beer bust until 11:30 p.m.
OR first domestic beer FREE!

I
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Friends For Life Corporation is in the process of getting an—
other HIV/AIDS program off the ground — the Buddy Program
—by April 2002. Len Piechowski, former director of the agency‘s

new

HIV/AIDS

program

work) organization provided the services envisioned by the
current project," Piechowski said. "However, since that organi—
zation went out of operation, no such services have been pro—

Positive Living Center, is the new program‘s coordinator.
The purpose of the Buddy Program will be to provide com—

vided. We saw this deficiency very clearly in Butch‘s situation.

panion services to persons living with AIDS. The need for this
*
service came from within the walls of its own agency.

vide various levels of care to our Buddy—Clients," Piechowski

Butch Valentine, director of fundraising for Friends For Life
and along—time AIDS activist, was hospitalized in late Decem—

an intense level of care would be expected of the Buddy—Volun—
teer team assigned to that client. That also would be the case

ber, 2000. When he returned home, Valentine learned first—hand
the need for a companion during his days of recuperation. Af—

during the period of recuperation after discharge from the hos—
pital, but with a different set of responsibilities."

ter asking around, he found there were no companion services
for persons living with AIDS. According to Valentine, there had

can be enlisted. Piechowski is presently seeking volunteers through

been a homemaker program provided by Family Services of

a networkof established HIV/AIDS agencies. Piechowski also

Memphis, but it had temporarily ceased due to lack of funding.

requests that those in the general public who are interested in be—

All of this led to his wondering, "If I can‘t get services, then

ing a Buddy—Volunteer contact him to discuss eligibility.

(what) about others in the community."

._

In the Spring of 2001, Valentine approached the Southwest Ten—
nessee HIV/AIDS Care Consortium and the United Way of the

"We envision that our Buddy—Volunteers will be able to pro—
continued. "Specifically, if a person is hospitalized with AIDS,

Buddy—Volunteers must meet certaincriteria before his/her help

When Family & Friends asked Piechowski what specific ser—
specifics. listed in your question have not yet been decided ...
Generally, however, it is quite certain that food prep or any
medical services, such as wound care, will NOT be provided

with the responsibility of providing a companion program for

by the Buddy Volunteer."

persons living with AIDS.

ye me
) give up church

thoughtin order to

_

vices a Buddy—Volunteer would provide, he responded, "The

Mid—South about this issue. The final outcome of a collaborative
effort of these and other agencies was to charge Friends For Life

"In recent years, the RAIN (Regional AIDS Interfaith Net—

—

See Buddy Program,
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"I like to think I am a spiritual person. The problem
was I wasn‘t growing in my spirituality. I still believed
the Bible, Jesus, church and all that stuff. My beliefs
were the same as they were when I quit listening in youth
group. Somewhere along the way, I felt there was no
more room for me and I left. Well, here I am, after a
few knocks around the block. I found a church — not
like my parents‘ church — where there were other people
like me who were looking for faith practiced honestly
and openly. It has transformed the way I see myself,
the world and God. God didn‘t give up on me. I just
didn‘t know God well enough."
Holy Trinity Community Church
The Rev Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
MEET WITH US:

TALK TO US:
Phone: (901) 320—9376

3430 Sumrner Ave.

E—mail:

(between Highland &
National)

htccmemphis@earthlink.net
Chat: HTCC—

Memphis@yahoogroups.com
Sunday: 9:00 & f
;
11:00 a.m.
e:
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. Websit
www.holytrinitymemphis.org

_
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National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness and Information Day
is set to be celebrated across the U.S. on Thursday, Feb. 7.
Once believed to be a disease exclusively affecting homo—

DS,

sexual white males, AIDS has rapidly become one of the lead—
ing causes of death among African Americans, especially those
between the ages of 25 and 44.
Organizers across Tennessee, including Memphis, Nashville,
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HIV/AIDS

Day
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using the principlesof Kwanzaa.
On Sunday, Feb. 3, beginning at 10:30 a.m., "Coming Together
in Prayer, Faith and Healing" will be held at New SalemMis—

any
ded |

sionary Baptist Church, located at 955 South Fourth Street, with
the church‘s pastor, Rev. Mary E. Moore, presiding; guest speak—
ers also are on the agenda. The Memphis Shelby County Health
Department will offer free HIV counseling and blood—testing

56

and the Memphis HIV Testing Coalition (New Directions, Inc.)
also will offer free HIV counseling and testing, using the Ora
Sure method. Additionally, there will be a presentation of House

=

«on Fire, a video produced by the NAACP and Balm In Gilead.
The town—hall meeting, set for Thursday, Feb. 7, beginning
at 5 p.m., at LeMoyne—Owen College, 807 Walker Avenue, will
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Rev. Tony Peterson, Dr. Robin Womeodu and 103.5 Soul
Classics‘s "Mother Wit" and others have been invited to attend.
From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The Memphis Shelby County Health

3

and the Memphis HIV Testing Coalition (New Directions, Inc.)
also will offer free HIV counseling and testing, using the Ora
Sure method.
v
For more information on the Memphis events, contact Ernest
Donelson at Friends For Life Corporation, (901) 272—0855.
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PLWAs. Display tables and HIV/AIDS testing will be available
from noon to 3 p.m. with the forum beginning at 4 p.m.
In Chattanooga, organizers are planning several events uti—

lizing the Feb. 7th activity as a kick—off celebration. On Feb. 7,
display tables and a panel discussion, including community
leaders, healthcare professionals, PLWAs and volunteers, will
take place at Chattanooga State University. On Friday, Feb. 8,
"Get the Truth," an evening of facts, fun and food, will be held.
Organizers in Jackson, Tenn., also are planning a day of ac—
tivities on Thursday, Feb. 7, at Lane College. Display tables and
a panel discussion, including community activists, PLWAs, lo—
cal politicians and guest speakers are slated.
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e
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In Nashville, on Thursday, Feb. 7, a forum entitled "HIV/
AIDS: A State of Emergency" which will be held at Fisk Univer—

sity and will include guest speakers, state politicians and

S

£

include local politicians, guest speakers and a panel discussion
with government officials, community activists and persons liv—
ing with AIDS (PLWAs). Rep. Harold Ford Jr., Sen. Roscoe Dixon,

Department will offer free HIV counseling and blood—testing
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Chattanooga and Jackson, have plans to emphasize the HIV/
AIDS "State of Emergency" among African Americans and to
encourage individuals to be tested for HIV / AIDS.
This will be the second year that National Black HIV/AIDS
Awareness and Information Day hasbeen recognized here in
Memphis. Various agencies have organized a week of events
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GLBT Mississippians

will show their pride

Equality Mississippi, Family & Friends to sponsor Magnolia Pride
Mississippi will soon see its own gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender pride celebration, one of the first in the history
of Mississippi.
Magnolia Pride is tentatively set for April 13, from 1 to 7
p.m., at Smith Park in downtown Jackson, Miss. A picnic—style
gathering, the event will feature speakers, entertainment and
music, as well as retail vendors and informational booths.
Magnolia Pride will be a FREE event to the public, vendors
and organizations. Donations will be accepted at the event and

vendors are asked to donate either a percentage of sales or a
flat amount to cover the cost of the event.
All vendors and organizations wishing to book space at the
event need to contact Equality Mississippi at (601) 714—5639 or
by email at Pride@EqualityMS.org.
Magnolia Pride is sponsored by Equality Mississippi and
Family & Friends Magazine.
f
Check out the March issue of Family & Friends for more de—
tails and an entertainment lineup.

2 bills being considered need
Equality Mississippi greeted its many
members NewYears Day with an update
‘on laws relevant to the Mississippi gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender com—
munity. Equality Mississippi makes it a
point to monitor all laws and proposed
legislation in the state relevant to
Mississippi‘s GLBT population.
House Bill 171 to add "sexual
orientation" to hate crime law
Presently, the organization is focusing
on House Bill 171, introduced by Rep.
Erik Fleming (D—Hinds), which,if passed,
would add "age and sexual orientation"
to the present Mississippi hate crime law
and become law in July 2002.
Jody Renaldo, executive director of
Equality Mississippi, explained how bills
become law in Mississippi.
"A representative or senator presents a
bill," Renaldo said. "It gets assigned to a
committee. It either dies (is not approved)
in the committee or the committee ap—

GLBT attention

proves it and sends the bill on to the House
of Representatives for a vote. The House
of Representatives will either vote for the
bill or against the bill (and it dies). If they
vote for the bill, then it is sent to the State
Senate. The State Senate, likewise, either
votes against the bill (and it dies) or for it.
If they vote for the bill (it lives), it goes to
the Governor of Mississippi for his/her
signature or his/her veto.
This is the second time around by
Rep. Fleming to get "age and sexual ori—
entation" added to the Mississippi Hate
Crime law. Introduced initially in Janu—
ary 2001, that bill died in the Judiciary
B Committee. The issue of people be—
ing targeted because oftheir agewas in—
troduced in a separate bill, which did
pass in 2001
f
"The Judiciary B Committee didn‘t
even discuss the bill in 2001, when it was
presented," Renaldo said. "I recall speak—
ing to a few members of the committee

then and they asked me if I thought this
bill was needed and necessary. I told them
it was without a doubt needed and nec—
essary. But it was too late. The session
ended and the bill died. Hopefully this
time they will remember our previous
conversations and our present ongoing
conversations, and give this bill the atten—
tion it deserves.
"This organization (Equality Missis—
sippi) was started because of a gay hate
crime right here in Mississippi," Renaldo
continued, explaining why this organiza—
tion feels there is a need for the inclusion
of "sexual orientation" in the hate crimes
law in Mississippi. "A close friend of mine
was kidnapped, beaten and strangled to
death, and his body dumped in the woods
simply because he was gay. Anyone that
says that sexual orientation should not be
added to the current state hate crime law
See 2 bills, page 31
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OUT in Mississippi
"It‘s really ridiculous in 2002, that such a bill is even be—
ing considered," Renaldo said. "It died in the constitution
from page 30 committee last year and we will fight tooth and nail to see
that it dies again. It‘s no coincidence that the same senator
is fooling themselves. While I agree that in a perfect world,
that keeps presenting the same bill, makes his home in the
murder is murder and the same ‘eye for an eye‘ sentence should
be extended to all murderers, that isn‘t always the case. Hate same city as the national headquarters for the American Fam—
ily Association (a religious right sect that is vehemently
crimes laws across the country are a great deterrent to such
against gays and lesbians and their civil rights). I‘ve got no
crimes. If a criminal knows that he or she could face a double
shame whatsoever saying that the AFA and Sen. Nunnelee
sentence, they tend to contemplate whether or not they carry
have teamed up to promote bigotry, hate and homophobia
}
out such a crime.
in Mississippi."
"It‘s time for our
SCR 504 is pres—
Question:
Should
only
indi—
state lawmakers to
‘ently in the consti—
viduals
living
in
Mississippi
call
step up to the plate,"
tution committee.
the Mississippi legislators in re—.
Renaldo added, "and
Equality Missis—
gards
to
present
legislation?
prove that Missis—
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playing field for all of
its
website,
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wwwequalityms.org,
one
else
other
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where individuals
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do
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can
count
a
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Jody
«_ we all pay taxes and
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Renaldo,
executive
director,
Equal—
|
we‘re here too!
we all vote. Our‘
tion for the mem—
ity Mississippi
organization‘s 6,000—
C E |:| MEE] H t“1
bers of the consti—
plus members all
}
tution
committee.
over the state are definitely keeping an eye onthis bill and will
< remember its outcome when its time to vote for new lawmak—
ers.!
MAGNOLLA PRLDF
A hate crime is defined as a crime committed against
someone because of a specific characteristic, such as race,
sexual orientation, age, disability orreligion. Such crimes
2002
are in the form of intimidation, slurs, harassment, physical
violence and murder.
,
Equality Mississippi has set up a special section on its
website, www.equalityms.org, specifically for House Bill_
171 The section includes the full text of the bill, as well
as contact information for Judiciary B Committee mem—
bers. Equality Mississippi urges GLBT and GLBT—friendly
individuals to use this information to let the various
members of the Judiciary B Committee know if they sup—
port adding "sexual orientation" to the Mississippi Hate
Crime law.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 504 would
ban same—sex marriages
"4
Another bill Equality Mississippi is closely monitoring is
Senate Concurrent Resolution 504, which is the beginning of a
ban on same—sex marriages in the state of Mississippi.
As the bill mentioned above, SCR 504 was attempted in 2001,
and failed, and has been reintroduced into the legislative ses—
sion in 2002. Sen. Patrick "Alan" Nunnelee (R—Tupelo) spon—
sored the bill both years.
Passage of SCR 504 would result in all eligible Missis—
sippi voters going to the polls in November 2002, to de—
"Celebrating Gay Prid
e
cide whether or not to amend the Mississippi state con—
stitution by adding a section that bans same—sex mar—
in Mississippi"
riages in Mississippi, whether performed in Mississippi
DETAILS TO COME!
or another state.
2 bills
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Equality Mississippi finds

Equalitylocation
Mississippi
continues
to grow, setting its sights on
a physical
for
the
organization.
"It‘s time to do it,""We
saidstartedout
Jody Renaldo,
executivedirector
of
EqualityMississippi.
as
a
grassroots
organiza—
tionthatnow.
with all ofourstaffworkingfrom
theirhomes,hitandwestill
dowe‘ve
However,
since
our
membershiphas
6,000 and(in
taken
on
the
lead
role
for
gay
andlesbian
equality
Mississippi),
it‘s necessary
that we get an office
and establish
thatpublicpresence
.
.
Nowwehavereached
thatleveltowhere
weRenaldo
can makeexplained
an office that
workstaffforusrather
than against
us."
members
areall
volunteers.
"(Havingastaffofvolunteers)
has allowedsaid,
us to"and
directmore
funds
than
usual
to
our
mission,"‘Renaldo
neither
myself
nor
anyone
else
is
interested
ingetting
paid
for
doing
whatwearedoing. Ourpaymentis seeing

facatlon, needs funds

The goal is to raise $125,000 for the property — $78,000 for the
building plus $47,000 for remodeling and furnishings.
"Pearl has a large gay and lesbian resident base," Renaldo
said, explaining the advantages to the proposed location. "There
are other factors that makeit the best place to moveto: the taxes
are low, the crime is low, the traffic isn‘t as bad as Jackson, it‘s
still centrally located (and) the city and the site, in particular, are
perfect for us. We are getting an excellent price on the location
and it already has a building on it. All we have to do is purchase
it, make a few minor renovations, furnish it and move in."
It is also hoped that a gay and lesbian community center
would be housed in the same building.
Equality Mississippi‘s fundraising efforts will continue until the
$125,000 amountis raised. All donations are appreciated and can by
made online at www.equalityms.org or by mailing a check or money
order to EqualityMississippi, P.O. Box 6021,Jackson, MS 39288—6021.
For more information, go online to www.equalityms.org.

equahty for the Mis—
sissippi gay and lesbian community happen."
Equality Mississippi (formerly Mississippi Gay Lobby) was
founded in March of 2000, and exists to educate GLBT Mississip—
pians about their community, its history and about issues of rel—
Are you a Mississippi GLBT resident in
evance to them. Equality Mississippi also exists to educate the
need of FREE legal advice?
general public of Mississippi about the Mississippi GLBT com—
_ munity and works to advance the cause of full equality and civil § Call Sandi Farrell at (601) 355—6464, fax at (601)
‘rights for all members of the Mississippi GLBT community.
355—6465 or email SandiFarrell@aol.com or
According to Renaldo, the organization has located an exist—
Sandi@msaclu.org.
ing building for sale in Pearl, Miss., just outside of Jackson, Miss.

Update in sentencing of Brett
Kabat, convicted of murder

v

and frien
has extended
its editorial
coverage and
distribition to
cover the
ENTIRE
state of
Mississippi
For advertising rates and
information, or ifyou have ne
and/or photos you would like to
share, call (901) 682—2669 or emailus
at FamilyMag@aol.com

Brett David Kabat, convicted in December 2001, of capital
murder in the death of Jamie Ray Tolbert, 24, of Laural, Miss.,
will be sentenced in February 2002. Tolbert was abducted from
a Biloxi, Miss., gay bar by Kabat andmurdered.
_ Althoughthe jury that convicted him recommended life with—
out parole, the sentencing judge does not have to accept that
«sentence. He can make it tougher or lighter.
In January 2002, Kabat‘s alleged accomplice in the Tolbert
murder, Jeremy Shawn Bentley, was again ordered to undergo a
. mental evaluation, the third since his arrest. Therefore, his trail
has been postponed until the evaluation hasbeen completed.

(Camp Sister Spirit

y

Feminist Education/Cultural Retreat
Groups/individuals welcome.
Clean/sober, no violence in word or deed.
Bunk house, sleep cabins, 120 acres,
library, walking trails, RV hook ups.
CSS, Box 12, Ovett, MS 39464
www.
A

sisterspir@aol.com

A
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Dominique has been performing
at Crossroads since it opened.

Doug performs in toilet paper
One of the"Crossroads‘ Cowboys." .

Photos by
Jim Greenlee

One of Crossroads‘ newest performers.
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By Auson Tate
So what‘s up, y‘all? It‘s February, the time when we turn our
thoughts to Cupid and his arrows; big, cellophane—wrapped,
heart—shaped boxes of chocolate, and beautiful flowerarrange—
ments, either delivered by the flower delivery person, or, if we
are fortunate enough, by our sweeties. A romantic, candle—lit
dinner, Ella Fitzgerald or Tony Bennett on the stereo, a lovely
bottle of bubbly, and a sentimental greeting card all add up to.
complete this perfect Valentine‘s Day picture.
WHATEVER! It seems,at least to a lot of other single people
I know, as well as myself, that this holiday was created to make
us single folks feel like failures (at least in the love department!).
Unless we buy ourselves flowers and chocolates, cook ourselves
a delicious, candle—lit gourmet dinner and propose a champagne
toast (to our own loveliness), just before reading a beautiful
valentine we wrote to ourselves, we sexy singles have a
snowball‘s chance of receiving any of this magical day‘s riches
or bliss. However, since I can be quoted as writing I would "open
myself to love" (see my January 2002, "resolutions" column), I
decided to find out what Valentine‘s Day, at least in it‘s original
form, is really all about. The following is what I learned.
First came the ancient Romans with the Feast of Lupercalia,
which was believed to ensure protection from wolf attacks. At
this festival, the young males would strike party—goers with
strips of animal hides. The women believed the blows would

Join us

for cocktails & tapas

Tapas until 1:00 am
M—Bar open 5pm ~ Sam
Serving dinner night|9 550m & lO‘fyOPm

reservations are recommended
948 S. COOPER * MEMPHIS, TN. 38104
901.276.0002
WWW. MELANGEMEMPHIS.COM

make them more fertile. While I suppose some of us may find
this strangely exciting, I decided to continue my search.
‘Not to be outdone, came the early Christians with two Saint
Valentines. The first was a naughty priest named Valentine who
‘disobeyed Roman emperor Claudius II. Claudius decreed that
no soldier was to be married, as single men made more effective
warriors. However, the priest, believing in love, would secretly
marry young couples. He was promptly busted, then beheaded.
The second Valentine, though not a priest, was an early, de—
vout Christian who made friends with a lot of kids. However,
he too was naughty because he wouldn‘t believe in the Roman‘s
gods. So, he too was busted, then imprisoned. When all of his
young friends found out about his unfortunate incarceration,
they would throw love notes between the bars of his cell. He
g
too was beheaded. Moving on.
Then there‘s the earliest record of Valentine‘s Day in the English
language. In the 1300s, Geoffrey Chaucer wrote in The Parliment of
Fowls, "For this was on St. Valentine‘s Day/ When everyfowl cometh
there to choose his mate." You see, it was an old English belief that
birds choose their mates on February 14th. Okay ...
So, there you have it. Valentine‘s Day, as we know it, is ap—
parently the result of an S&M party, two beheaded religious
guys and some horny birds, and yet I am made to feel like the
dateless freak. I suppose, in retrospect, this holiday really all
boils down to love. That‘s what Valentine‘s Day is ultimately
all about, and I guess I have had a lot of love in my life.
Of course, there were, and are, my parents. Their‘s are the first
faces I ever remember seeing, and thefirst love I ever experienced
in my life. Of course, I am only human. While maybe I haven‘t
always liked them, I couldn‘t not love them. Then there was my
third—grade teacher, Miss Sutton. I was madly in love with her, so.
you can imagine my angst when halfway through the school year
she announced her engagement to her college sweetheart! Can
you believe she would choose him over me? After all, I was a sexu—
ally confused, eight—year—old soon—to—be drag queen!
Then there was Joe. I have to admitthat up till now, he‘s been
the great love of my life. I was in my early 20s when we met. He
was close to30. I suppose I should have known we were destined
for doom because every time his cocker spaniel puppy and I were
in the same room, she would pee on the floor in front of me. Un—
fortunately, our problems couldn‘t be wiped away as easily as
puppy pee, and Joe let me go. But, let‘s get on to better times.
My first competition evening gown ranks high on the list of
the great loves of my life. It‘s a fabulous gold Lillie Rubin with a
portrait neckline and silver flame beading, and even though I
can‘t get into it anymore, I still love that dress more than. any I‘ve
ever owned. And, of course, I‘d be remiss if I didn‘t mention my
sisters and friends. I count on them all to keep me sane and real,
and I love them all tremendously for the amazing job they do.
So, that‘s my brief overview on Saint Valentine‘s Day and

See So What!, page 48
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IDOLS OF
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(901) 726—4656
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By Corr Waker

Usher — 8701 (**)
After spending nothing short of
eternity clinging to the success of his
last album, Usher finally gives fans
something new to absorb. 8701, named
after the date of its release, is faced
with the daunting task of being a very
overdue follow—up album.
Usher had—recorded and scheduled
the release of an entire album that
would‘ve preceded 8701, but much of
the album was leaked through Napster
and met less than favorable responses,
so the album was forever locked away
in the Arista records vault.
So, Usher headed back into the stu—
dio with producers Antonio "L.A."
Reid and Jermaine Dupri. The result—
ing album is a toss up of could—be bril—
liance and utter garbage. The mellow
tracks, like "U Remind Me" and the hit
single "U Got it Bad," are examples of
beautifully updated ‘60s soul, while
efforts like the broken—beat driven "I
Don‘t Know," which features the rap—
per now known as P Diddy, serve to
be, at best, annoying.
The true shame here is the beauty
of Usher‘s voice, which is an amazing
instrument, but it‘s hard to appreciate
it‘s true quality through all the over—
produced noise. The urgency to get
this album out resulted in a less than
stellar bit of music.
When Usher feels like being smooth
and romantic he is a very cool, mod—
ern—day Marvin Gaye. When he tries
to get into the harder stuff he is almost
laugh—inducing. I‘ll take the few good
tracks on this album as a promise of a
future brilliant album, but I‘m not go—
_ ing to hold my breath.
}
—> Highlights include, "U Got
it Bad," "U Remind Me" and "How
Do I Say.".
Daft Punk — Discovery (kx)
Ever wonder what would hap—
pen if you crossed Saturday Night
Fever with some B—rated science fic—
tion movie? Me neither. But odds
are the result would sound a lot like
Daft Punk.

This odd French duo burst onto the
scene with their brilliantly—odd album
Homework and immediately became
the darlings of both critics and fans of
odd dance music the world over.
The album‘s first single, "One
More Time," is definitely the feel—
good dance tune of the decade. Tracks
like "Digital Love" (from the Gap
commercial featuring the band in their
robot attire) and "Harder, Better,
Faster, Stronger" also guarantee to
induce smiles on the faces of all those
who hear them. Meanwhile tracks like
the blissfully odd "Aerodynamic,"
featuring guitar parts by a robot
equivalent of Eddie Van Halen, may
be just too odd for some ears.
This album sounds nothing like
anything else out there and in many
ways that‘s a good thing. But like any
other unique effort it will assuredly
appeal to a smaller audience. In other
words, don‘t buy it just for "One More
Time," buy the single. For those out
there who truly enjoy danceable and
odd tunes, this is a must—have album.
Robot disco at it‘s best.
—> Highlights include, "One More
Time," "Crescendolls" and "Harder,
Better, Faster, Stronger.

¥ Es sential Mix
Mixed by Boy George

Boy George — Essential Mix (Kxx)
The bad hairdos, outlandish
makeup and oversize T—shirts are gone.
In their place you‘ll find stylishly—
unique suits, fashionable hairdos and
expensive makeup (still applied in
somewhat questionable taste). Yes, Boy
George, that zany cross—dressing pop
icon of the ‘80s has fully recreated him—
self for the new millennium and this
time he is behind the turntables.
Essential Mix has brought club fans
stellar mixes by the likes of DJ Skribble
and Peter Tong and Boy George‘s mix
is a perfect fit amongst these legend—
ary DJs. If anything, Boy‘s mix proves
that England is still producing better
and a wider variety of club tones.
The funky album opener, "Girl

See In The Mix, page 37 ©
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synesthesia

present V.
synesthesia Friday and Saturday, Feb. 15 and 16, at
. 8 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 17, at 3 p.m. at Theatreworks,
2085 Monroe. This production was written by Robin
Zimmer and directed by Chuck Zimmer.
a.
The Our Own Voice Theatre Troupe will

Midtown‘s Only
Gourmet Market

In The Mix

_
from page 36 .

From Ipanema," begs you to try and ignore it‘s groove and the
album is non—stop party from that point on. Boy George brings
to the turntables the last in—house, deep—house, funk, trance,
electronica and any other hot new sounds you can dance to.
If you‘re planning a party, don‘t waste money on a DJ, just
put Boy George‘s mix on your stereo, crank the bass and watch
the party rage (well, at least for a little over an hour, at which
point you‘ll need to start the CD over).
It seems that the fashion mistake of the ‘80s has learned some—
thing of taste in the new millennium, well musically anyway
(I‘m not even going to say anything about those hats he wears;
if you‘ve seen, you know what I mean. Enough said.)
—> Highlights include "Girl From Ipanema," "Born Funky,"
"Future Sound of Retro" and" See Thru."
RATING SCALE
Avoid like the plague, leaveit at the store
pvance
HOK
Approach with due caution
You most definitely might like it
*** %
You should probably buyit
buchaabedisahoe
HOH HK
What are you waiting for, go buyit today!

Fresh Seafood — Aged Beef

Belgian Chocolates — Unusual Cheeses

Fresh Breads : Gift Baskets

Entrees To Go : Jams » Jellies : Spices

Oils and Vinegars — Teas

Fresh Bean Coffee : Party Planning

BONAPPETIT!
208 N Evergreen

(al

(901) 722—2220

|

Monday — Saturday
10:00 ¢m. — 8:00 p.m.
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Things for the entire family
Experts to jump rope at CMOM
On Saturday, Feb. 9, from 1:to 1:30 p.m., at The Children‘s
Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Avenue, the Riverdale
Ropers will be demonstrating its rip—roaring, rope—jumping skills
in honor of Heart Health Month. Admission to the museum is
$4 for children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+) and $5 for
adults. For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or visit
CMOM‘s website at www.cmom.com.

Astronomy, storytelling are set
Following the Drinking Gourd, based on the children‘s tale by
Jeanette Winter, will be presented in the Sharpe Planetarium, lo—
catedin the Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, now through
May 19. Weaving an astronomy lesson with historical storytelling,
Following the Drinking Gourd takes children on a journey across the
star—field and a "ride" on the Underground Railroad. Showtimes
are at 10:30 a.m. on Saturdays and 4 p.m. on Sundays. Admission is
$3.50 for adults and $3 for seniors and children (ages three to 12).
For more information or reservations, call (901) 320—6362.
Web pages, Internet to be taught
The Central branch of the Memphis/Shelby County Public Li—
brary & Information Center, 3030 Poplar Avenue, will offer teens,
ages 12—18, a chance to learn the basics of Internet searching and
web page design on Mondays and Tuesdays, Feb. 4 & 5 and Feb. 11
& 12, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. This program is made possible by a grant
from LHS Inc. Registration is required by calling (901) 415—2726.
Home education workshop set

Adults with children in grades K to 12 are invited to the
Collierville Burch branch library, 501 Poplar View Parkway, on
Thursday, Feb. 14, at 4 p.m. to learn about getting started in
home education.

Learn about African head wraps
On Thursday, Feb. 7, at 3:30 p.m., the South branch library,
1929 South Third, will offer young people, ages 11—17, step—by—
step instructions on tying African head wraps. Registration is
required by calling (901) 946—8518.
New programto begin at Zoo

~‘Beginning Feb. 27, a brand new pre—school program begins at the
Memphis Zoo, located in Overton Park. Along with local pre—school
«teachers, the Zoo‘s education department has fully revised its pro—
gramming for 2 1/2— to 4—year—olds to better educate, entertain and
inspire your child. For more information, call (901) 725—3411.

Children‘s

to

note

Museum

dental

health

February is Children‘s Dental Health Month and The
Children‘s Museum of Memphis (CMOM), located at 2525 Cen—
tral Avenue, invites you and the kids to join in a celebration of
good dental hygiene in "The Tooth, The Whole Tooth and Noth
ing But The Tooth."
f
This resident exhibit opened. at the CMOM in 1995, and
underwent a face—lift in 1999. To take the "fear" out of visiting
the dentist, as well as to educate, dental health is the subject
of this interactive exhibit with a science laboratory, dental of—
fice and diner. Children examine human and animal teeth,
investigate mouth bacteria magnified 250 times its size under
a Wentz Scope and pretend to be dentists using dental instru—
ments on Pearl E. White, a puppet patient in the dental chair.
Fora look at advanced technology in dentistry, gallery staff
operate an intra—oral camera that takes close—up pictures of
children‘s mouth and teeth.
"The Tooth, The Whole Tooth & Nothing But The Tooth" is
sponsored by The Auxiliary to the Memphis Dental Society and
is dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. Michael Overbey,
past president of the American Dental Association and a promi—
nent Memphis dentist.
In honor of Children‘s Dental Health Month, The Univer—
sity of Tennessee Dental Hygiene Department will be at the
museum on Saturday, Feb. 23, from 10 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 2 p.m.
with crafts and a show. Children also can make their own tooth—
brush holder during the Eco—Art program from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Children‘s Museum of Memphis is open Tuesday to Sat—
urday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 5 p.m. Admission is
$4 for children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+) and $5 for adults.
For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or visit CMOM‘s
website at www.cmom.com.
Scholarships available
The LEAGUE at AT&T Foundation is now taking applica—
tions for its annual academic scholarships.
—
Applicants should graduate high school in 2002; identify as
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender; have achieved a cumula—
tive grade point average of at least 3.0 on a 4.0 scale; be actively
and substantially involved in community service; live in the
Unites States, and have been accepted to attend an accredited
college or university in the United States.
There are two scholarships available: The Matthew Shepard
Memorial Scholarship and the LEAGUE at AT&T Foundation
Scholarship. The deadline for applications is April 19, 2002.
More information and scholarship applications are available
online at www.LEAGUE—att.org/foundation.
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Explore universe,

beyond at planetarium

Now through April 28 at the Sharpe Planetarium, located in
the Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, explore beyond
the earth and to the beginningof the universe.
« Images of the Infinite highlights the history and top scientific find—
ings of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), as well as taking audi—
ence members on an unforgettable tour throughthe Solar System, _
the Milky Way Galaxy and to the limits of the visible universe.
Bearing the name of its inventor, Edwin Hubble, this humble—
sounding invention is roughly the size of a school bus, yet compact
enough to fit inside the cargo bay of the space shuttle. The HST
circles 370 miles above the Earth and its atmosphere every 97 min—
utes. The telescope‘s deep—field images are so accurate that if it was
positioned in New York, it could see a firefly in San Francisco.
Showtimes for Images of the Infinite are Fridays at 7 p.m., Sat—
urdays at noon and 3 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Admission is
$3.50 for adults and $3 for seniors and children (ages three to 12).
For more information and reservations, call (901) 320—6362.

TRANK
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Ryan White conference
set in Washington, D.C.
The Ninth Annual Ryan White National Youth Conference
on HIV and AIDS (RWNYC) will be held Friday to Monday,
Feb. 15—18, in Washington, D.C. The RWNYC is the only na—
tional conference solely dedicated to building the HIV preven—
tion and health service skills of young AIDS activists, youth
peer educators, HIV—positive youth and youth advocates.
More than 600 youth and adults who work with youth from
around the nation are expected toattend. Goals of the RWNYC
include increasing awareness about the threat HIV infection
poses to young people, identifying and sharing effective re—
sources and experiences in the fight against HIV among young
people and learning about youth—appropriate HIV treatment
programsand strategies to aid young people living with HIV.
Registration fees are $150 for youth (25 and under) and $195
for adults. For more information or registration materials, go
online to www.rwnyc.org; call Robert A. Warren at (202) 898—
0414, or email him at rwarren@napwa.org.
Trees come to life in exhibit
From seedlings to saplings to towering giants, trees play an
important role in forest communities. This fascinating world of
trees comes alive at The Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525
Central Avenue, Feb. 16 through May 12.
"Lives of the Tree Sprouts" explores the interaction between soil,
plants and animals to create an important ecosystem vitalto human
life, as well as the importance of tree products in our daily lives.
The Children‘s Museum of Memphis is open Tuesday to Sat—
urday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, noon to 5 p.m. Admission is
$4 for children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+) and $5 for
adults. For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or visit online
at www.cmom.com.

FAMILY & FRIENDS MAGAZINE
MS. BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE
MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNITED
GRAFFITI GRAPHICS
_
SEA ISLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
FRIENDS FOR LIFE _
UNITY CHURCH OF MEMPHIS
LIVING WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
KIM, WILCOX ATTORNEYS
ST. JUDE CHILDRENS HOSPITALEMPLOYEES
JO NEESON &ALLSANTA‘S HELPERS
THE VARIETY CLUB
VIRAL ANTIGENS
MARS GROUP
PHI DELTA CHI
MAC COSMETICS
MADISONISIL‘E
A SPECIAL THANKS TO RO
FOR ORGANIZING
THE COLLECTION OF TOYS AT SEA ISLE ELEMENTARY.
WHAT AN INCREDIBLE YOUNG MAN WITH
SUCH A LOVING HEART!
If we have overlooked anyone, please forgive us.
It is not intentional.
Shelia Tankersley, Director
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POWER UP taking
applications for 2
grants
POWER UP (Professional Organization of Wome
n in En—
tertainment Reaching Up) is now taking applic
ations for
its 2002 Filmmaking Grants. Two $25,000 and
one $10,000
grant will be awarded for the purpose of the
production
‘of short films.
.
The deadline for applications, which are availableonli
ne at
www.power—up.net, is March 15, 2002. Film grants
are avail—
able to members of POWER UP and can be for any
theme, genre
or subject matter.
y
POWER UP is the only national networking organi
zation of
its kind with more than 500 members. The group‘
s mission is to
promote the visibility andintegration of gay women
in enter—
tainment, arts and all forms of media.
Ari
Membership is open to men and women, gay and
straight.
All creative and crew members are invited to join
POWER UP.
The‘ group‘s honorary bard of directors include
writer Jane
Anderson (If These Walls Could Talk II, Baby Dance),
director Jamie

Babbit (But I‘m A Cheerleader "Popular"), execut
ive producer
Leslie Belzberg (Coming to America, Honey I Shrunk
the Kids),
director Lee Rose (Truth About Jane, It‘s A Girl Thing)
and talent
agent Bill Melamed.
"We are so proud of the 2001 filmmakers,"
said Stacy
Codikow, executive director of POWER UP, "and what
they have
been able to accomplish working together creativ
ely. We antici—
pate 2002, to be even greater as we continue to
grow."
This year‘s Power Premiere, debuting each of the
films pro—
duced as a result of the three grants, is set for
Nov. 3, at the
Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Los Angeles.
In addition to sponsoring film grants, POWER UP
hosts edu—
cational workshops and networking events, mainta
ins a resume
bank and provides other career resources.
For more information, write to POWER UP, 8899
Beverly
Blvd., Suite 721 B, Los Angeles, CA 90048, call (310)
271—4708
or go online to wwwpower—up.net.

, PARTY WITH US AFTER 3 A.M.
MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

DON‘T FORGET B.Y.0.B

FEBRUARY 14

Chay

SHOWQ
Bring Your Other Half and Get Romantic With US
Showtime is 12 a.m.
VALENTINES NIGHT DRAG

1268. MADISON AVE.
(901) 725—1909

l—) MONDAY
=> TUESDAY
-) WEDNESDAY
§ THl‘JRSDAY
ut

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
DRAG SHow

SHOWTIME 3:30 A.M.

"QUART NIGHT"/POOL TOURNAMENT — 8 PM
BUD & BUD LIGHT QUARTS $3.50 6 PM TO 1 AM
"KARAOKE NIGHT" 10 PM Over 5,000 songs
50¢ DRAFT 7 PM TO 12 AM
|
"HUMP NIGHT"
$1.25 DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL 9 PM TO 12 AM
DART TOURNAMENT 8 PM
"QUEER AS FOLK" — THE FIRST SEASON 10 PM

SORRY FOR THE MESS .
Construction Special —
_
Happy Hour Monday Through Friday
Five Beers, Five Bucks

22
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QuoTE ... UN
QuoOoTe
By Rex Woekner

Photo by Rex Woekner —
Bruce Vilanch
1

"Everywhere we turn, we con—
front the basic dilemma ofbeing
gay in America in this century. As
Americans, we are told to think
outside the box, to avoid profil—
ing, to be accepting of diversity.
«As gay people, we‘re told to stay
in the box and cut an airhole ev—
ery now and then when things get
too stuffy. Just try and get a box
cutter past security."
— Bruce Vilanch writing in
the Jan. 22 Advocate.

"There is nothing we‘re showing that doesn‘t exist in West
Hollywood, Chelsea, the Castro. In fact, the version we‘re show—
ing is a gentle version. What goes on in the world is even more
harsh and disturbing than what we‘re portraying." _
— "Queer as Folk" co—creator Ron Cowen to CNN, Jan. 2.
"When is a bisexual not a bisexual? When Hollywood makes
a movie about him. That‘s not the most significant omission in
A Beautiful Mind, Ron Howard‘s excellent biography of John
Forbes Nash Jr., the Nobel Prize—winning mathematician who
suffered from debilitating schizophrenia. Perhaps because of
his ‘family values‘ leanings, Howard ignores Nash‘s male lov—
ers, his longtime mistress and illegitimate child, and the fact
that he and his wife divorced in 1963, even through they con—
tinued to live together."
|
— Syndicated gay reviewer Steve Warren writing in
Atlanta‘s Southern Voice, Dec. 21.
"I have people come up to me on the street and call me ‘Jus—
tin, people who refuse to call me Randy. I tell them that my
name is Randy and they say, ‘No, you are Justin!‘ I‘m not Jus—
tin. I‘m not. I don‘t think I‘ll ever get used to fame, or whatever.
It‘s a completely foreign reality to me."
*
— Actor Randy Harrison, Justin on Showtime‘s "Queer as
Folk," to San Diego‘s Gay & Lesbian Times, Jan. 3.

"After Sept. 11, several of (Fr. Mychal) Judge‘s friends stated
publicly that the priest was gay — an issue of orientation rather
than practice, given his vow of chastity. But like so much of his
life, it wasn‘t quite that simple. ‘Father Judge was neither out
nor closeted,‘ one friend told the Advocate, the national gay
magazine. ‘He knew how to walk that fine line.‘"
—The Associated Press on Sept. 11 hero Fr. Mychal Judge, Jan. 6.
"Saying gays should have their own channel ... is lik/e saying
everybody who misbehaves in this culture should have their
own channel. Why do they need a particular channel when so

much of prime time features stars that are gay?"
<
— Rev. Jerry Falwell to Fox News, Jan. 10. MTV, Showtime an
Viacom have announced plans to launch a digital cable gay channel.
"I haven‘t heard anything coming down the pipeline, but I
would be in favor of it (a gay character on "Star Trek"). I would
hope it would be handled in agreat way. It would be wonder—
ful if it was not such a huge issue, but he was just there."
— Actor Scott Bakula who plays Capt. Jonathan Archer on
("Star Trek) Enterprise," as quoted by syfyportal.com, Jan. 20.
"Everyone that comes in has to talk about it, and we have
tons of tourists that come into the bar. I‘m a nelly guy who works
in a leather/Levi dance club, so it‘s funny when tourists from
Nebraska come into the bar to get my autograph and they have
to wade through the chaps to get to me."
— "Survivor" contestant Brandon Quinton to the Wash—
ington Blade, Dec. 21.

"(In the aftermath of Sept. 11th), one day I tell myself: ‘Screw
everything, I‘m getting a Carl‘s Jr. hamburger and eating fried
chicken three nights in a row. I don‘t care about my weight.‘ The
next day, my optimistic side takes over and I think: ‘Wait a minute,
life goes on, people will get wiser, justice will prevail. Maybe I
should watch my diet,‘ I‘m still in that state of confusion."
— Barbra Streisand to USA Today, Dec. 12.
"I am very disturbed that this (Bush) administration sup—
ports sexual education that focuses only on abstinence, and for—
bids any discussion regarding the means of protection, such as
condoms. It is, in fact, criminal. It is totally unacceptable that
our youth should not be given all the information they need to
protect themselves."
j
— Mathilde Krim, founder of the American Foundation for
AIDS Research, to the AIDS magazine, A&U, December issue.

"My parents took me to the theatre rather than the cinema,
and I was so immediately entranced by it that I wanted to find
out how it was done. I began acting as an amateur, and then it
became a need. It was to do with being gay, I think, at a time
when it was felt inappropriate for someone to be honest about
themselves and about their sexuality. On stage, I could display
myself whole—heartedly and reveal my heart in a way I wasn‘t
permitted to do by law in my real life."
— Sir Ian McKellen to Canada‘s National Post, Dec. 14.

Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the
gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay
publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake University,
started his career as a radio reporter, and has written extensively for
the mainstream media as well.
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Lam

by Lam Medallion
Dear Lam,

I read your column each month. I
need to ask you a question, a deli—
cate one. I am very interested in a new
fellow. And he, likewise, is interested in
me. We met three months ago. We share
so much in common and seem like a per—
fect fit; we are so in love. We have dis—
cussed moving in together. But, I am try—
ing not to let my heart get ahead of things.
Early on, I asked him if he had been tested
for HIV. We both have histories and in this
day and age, I don‘t think asking him if
he is HIV—positive or negative is wrong.
He says I am intruding and I should trust
him more. I have been tested yearly and
still am coming up HIV—negative. What
should I do?
Me heart says yes and my head says no

life‘s dream to be respected in the theater
and make the rare transition from stage
to screen. This test would make or break
me. And I was scared. Terrified really.
Frozen with fear.
And yet, I cannot believe they are still
trying to cast this project, as it has to be
almost 20 years. I read about the testing
for this film with great frequency and
much passionate concern. Apparently,
they are unable to find the right en—
semble. Even my dear gay son, Sam, tests
regularly for this film. Sometimes he
goes in twice a year for the test. And Sam
isn‘t even an actor. Oh, he dabbled on
the stage as a youngster, but I would
doubt if he could pull off the difficult text
of Sir William.
As I was saying, the answer to your
question can most easily be found (al—
though not easily understood) in the text
of good old HIV itself. It appears in Act II
Scene IV in a conversation between Lady
(Kate) Percy, my role, and my husband,
commonly known as Hotspur. Hotspur
says to me, just before riding off on his
horse after a little quibble where he avows
never to have loved me, "And when I am
on horseback, I will swear I love you infi—
nitely. But hark you, Kate; I must not have
you henceforth question me whither I go,
nor reason where about: Whither I must,
I must; and, to conclude, this evening I
must leave you gentle Kate. I know you
wise: constant you are; thou wilt not ut—
ter what thou dost not know. And so far
will I trust thee, gentle Kate."
Now, what I translate this blockheads
little sermon to say is, and also what a not—
so—distant—past president of this United
States of America directed our country to
uphold, or at least similarly bespoke,
"Don‘t ask me, so I won‘t have to lie!"
"What thou dost not know cannot harm
thee." Oh, these sorry-asswords are ring—

ing in my ears.
I must confess this to you. I was hav—
~ ing an affair with my Hotspur back at.
Y ears ago I wanted to be screen— The Playhouse in Cleveland. I asked him
tested for a film version of to put on galoshes before he took the dog
Shakespeare‘s HIV after playing in a double for a walk. I warned him to wear a slicker
bill of Henry IV and Henry V at The Play— fearst I might feel the rain. I told him to
house in Cleveland. At the time, my don the mitts before reaching innest
agents kept asking if I had tested for HIV. thine oven. Do you hear what I‘m tell—
So I understand the pressure and the con— ing you, Darling?
cern. I thought I had found a perfect me—
And he dared to tell me I needethest
dium to make the transition from being a to trust him. Trust him, ha! I told him,
girl singer to a musical theater performer "Ha! Gettest from my
quarters. And why,
to a legitimate actress. I thought it my sirrah, dost thou bend ﬁe eyes upon the
Dear Heart Misled,

February 2002

earth (like a sorry, cheating gambler with
a poker face as steady as a dish of jello)?
Why hast thou lost the fresh blood in thy
cheeks (like a red, cotton blouse tossed
into the bleached water)? From now on
thou cansittist alone." That bastard. It is
always the right of a member of a couple
engaging in an affair of the heart to ask a
simple question and expect an honest
answer. And if he gives you the old
"lambs eat oats and does eat oats and little
lambs eat ivy" routine by asking you to
trust him when the simple truth of ‘the
answer lies in one little test, then go with
thy sharp teeth this intrinsicate knot of
life at once untie!
My affair was through, but how this in—
cident brought truer meaning to the words
of the Bard. I think the producer of this film
must have seen a performance freshly after
this evening, and it was for my truthful,
brutally frank deliverance of this scene that
he wanted me to test for HIV.
So, to sum up the story: Intimacy
without truth and trust is like the frost—
ing without the cake. Do not stand in
some by—room, whilst questioning thy
puny drawer to what end he gave thou
the sugar. Do you hear what I‘m telling
you, Darling?
Got a question for Lam? Write to Lam
Medallion c/o Family & Friends, P.O.
Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948
or, if you wish, email your question to
FamilyMag@aol.com and use "Ask Lam" in
the subject line. Lam‘s column is meant for
entertainment purposes only.

Memphis Pride Inc.
BUS )
SPONSORS & VENDORS
for the
2002 Pride Celebration
set for
JUNE 7, 8 & 9
For information, call
(901) 32—PRIDE
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America‘s

Taliban

MY JOHN ARAVOSIS
CAUEST WRITER
Well, it seems America‘s militant fundamentalists have their
knickers in a tizzy over Michelangelo Signorile‘s recent column
in the NY Press devoted to "The Real American Taliban."
Signorile called the religious right "America‘s Taliban" and now
they don‘t like him. (You can read Mike‘s excellent article at
www.nypress.com/15/2/news&columns/2.cfm.
Now, I‘m not going to spend a lot of time dissecting Mike‘s
arguments — you can read them for yourself in his piece — butI
will dwell a bit on the furor his article caused. Far—right funda—
mentalists are literally freaking that Signorile would have the
nerve to label them as extremists. Much of the email he‘s been
receiving (he shared some with me) tries to depict the religious
right as nice church—attending grey—haired old ladies who sim—
ply happen to believe in God. Now why would anyone be so
mean as Signorile has been to a nice old lady? Because, my grand—
mother was a nice old lady who happened to believe in God,
andthese people don‘t hold a candle to my good—heated grandma.
Rather, they are mostly a bunch of Viagra—generation guys,
with a few messed up younger ladies thrown in,who are any—
thing but nice. These are the folks who regularly call gay people
pedophiles. Who suggest that Matthew Shepard was to blame
for his own death because "we all know," they claim, that he
hit on his murderers (as if that justifies 40 whacks with a pistol

©

to the head). And these are the folks who are now trying to sell
the story that John Walker, the American kid who joined the
Taliban, actually has a gay father and THUS somehow a gay
orientation is the cause, once again, of Sept. 11. (Conveniently
forgetting that 99.9 percent of Al—Qaeda and the Taliban pre—
sumably have a heterosexual orientation — not to mention, 99.9
percent of them are religious fundamentalists. If these guys want
to start throwing stones about whatcaused 9/11, let‘s throw
‘em.) But, after all that, they want America to believe—as Linda —
Tripp once said so famously — "I am just like you." Well honey,
it would take you five remcarnatlons and you still wouldn‘t be

even close to me.
If America‘s far—right bigots are so upset that they are now
being branded as the younger cousin of the Taliban, they have
no one to blame but themselves. If they didn‘t act like such hate—
ful bigots, no one would treat them as such. And, as for their
claim that they are simply people of faith, they owe real people
of faith, like me, a big apology. These intolerant extremists do
more to hurt the cause of God andreligion than any of their
supposed enemies.
Reprmted with permission from the author of "The List" Jan. 16,
2002, issue.
John Aravosis publishes a monthly email newsletter called "The
List" offering free gay civil rights updates. You can subscribe to
"The List" by sending. a blank email to: join
thelist@wiredstrategies.com.

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center‘s
1" Ever Bachelor/Bachelorette Speed Dating Auction
Sunday, March 17, 2002
4pm until 7pm
Jillian‘s Memphis

j

(150 Peabody Place at Second Street)

$10 Advance Admission includes Appetizer Buffet!
Cash Bar!
|
~

20 to 25 Bachelors and Bachelorettes Available!
Winners will receive a date, dinner for two, and movie passes!
Meet them via Speed Dating from 4pm until 5pm.
Win them via the Auction from 5pm until 7pm
Purchase your tickets in advance by calling 857—5224!
Credit cards accepted for admission & bids!

LHS
memphis gay & leskian
community center
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PUMPING

STATION

FIRST ANNIVERSARY

_

FRIDAY,

$1

PREMIUM

$3

DIFFERENT

MARDI

8g"

DOMESTICS

$2

60

FEB.

PARTY

BEERS

GRAS

IMPORTS

TRY

SOMETHING

PARTY

SATURDAY, FEB. 94 _
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS & CHEAP BEER
SATURDAY, FEB.
TOGA

1382 POPLAR AVE.

2172—7600

NEW

‘
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Theatre Memphis

stages

Memphis,
locatedthrough
at 630 Perkins
Extended, is stag—
ingTheatre
The
Waverly
Gallerynow
Feb.
17
Apowerful,
poignantand
oftensurprisinglyfunnyplay,
The
Waverly
Gallery
follows
a
feisty
grandmother‘s
battle
against
‘Alzheimer‘s
and her fightto maintain her independence.
Toldthroughtheeyesofher20—somethinggrandson,Daniel,
this frank
and touching
playladies
explores
the20thlifecentury.
ofGladysTheGreen,
one
of
Manhattan‘s
great
of
the
play
begins
with
the
visit
of
an
artist,
Don,
who
wants
to
show
his
workin
Green‘s
beloved
gallery.
The
play
follows
her
and
her
family
asexhibit.
they pull_ together to support her as she premieres
oneThelastWaverlyGallerywaswrittenbyKennethLonergan,whoalso
wroteThisIs
OurYouth, thescreenplayforAnalyzeThisand
there—
centlyAcademyAward—nominatedfilmYou
Can
CountOnMe.
Directed by Bo List, this production features a cast of no—
tableMemphisactorsincluding,FlorenceLeffler(TheExactCen—
terofthe
Universe)
as Gladys;Ann
Sharp (Mame)
asEllen‘s
her daugh—
ter,
Ellen;
Steve
McManus
(A
Christmas
Carol)
as
hus—
band,
Howard,
Houston
Wages
as
Daniel,
the
grandson,
and
BrentShowtimes
Lowder (The
Laramie
Project)
as
Don,
the
artist.
for The Waverly Gallery are 7:30 p.m. on Wednes—
daysandThursdays,8p.m.onFridaysandSaturdaysand2p.m.
onSundays.Ticketsforadultsare$15forweekdayperformances

The

Waverly Gallery

Cast members of The Waverly Gallery are, from left,
Florence Leffler, Houston Wages, Ann Sharp and Steve
McManus.
Photo by Steve Roberts
and $18 for weekend performances. Tickets for students with
valid ID are $10 on weekdays and $12 on weekends. The Pay—
What—You—Can—Night is set for Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
For tickets or more information, call the Theater Memphis
Box Office at (901) 682—8323.

903 South Cooper

s

Memphis, TN

dimfum **"
thenjome.
"BEST NEW RESTAURANT, BEST
DESSERT, BEST BUSINESS LUNCH"
— TOP 3 MEMPHIS FLYER BEST OF MEMPHIS
Book a Wine & Food Dinner, Dinner with the
Chef or Private Cooking Class for your office,
book club, dinner group or friends & family.

— SNOLNOM — STO 999 — 4918 03141 — SUVIVS 918 + dNOS OSIW — dNnOs NOS 8 LOH

HOT & SOUR SOUP — MISO SOUP « BIG SALADS — FRIED RICE— EGG ROLLS — wontons

POT STICKERS »« WONTONS — SPRING ROLLS — HOT & SOUR SOUP —

Dine in, Delivery, Carry—out
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS « MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:30 AM — 2 PM
SUNDAYS » ALL YOU CAN EAT DIM SUM
NOON — 8 PM
MONDAYS « ALL ASIAN BEERS « $2.25
— OPEN MON — THURS 11:30 AM — 10 PM « FRI & SAT
11:30 AM —11 PM « SUNDAYS « NOON — 8 PM
STIOX ONIMdS + SQISSYTI NYISY — Ssaviys 918 — 4nos OSI

American Tuxedo
* Free Groom‘s
Tuxedo Program
e Over 100 Styles |
Available
e Discounts on
Invitations
* Open Evenings
and Sundays
le Best Place in
Town ...
Guaranteed!
www.americantuxedos.com
* 4730 Riverdale
(across from Wal—Mart)

4722 Poplar Avenue
(next to Sekisui)

901—753—8897

901—761—2848
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CRISIS

CENTER

24—hour telephone hotline
(901) 274—7477

INZ &

OILITZ

CARDS AND GIFTS —
553 S. COOPER « MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
INTENSE PHEROMONES BY 10% »
CARDS » PRIDE FLAGS — BOOKS — PosTERS
JEWELRY «VIDEOS » CDS » MAGAZINES
Monday — Saturday, 10 a.m. to

6 p.m.

Sunday, 1 to 6 p.m.

Platinum

Uniform Weekend slated
Men and women who share a love for uniforms will gather
together in Portland, Ore., the weekend of Feb. 8—10. This is the
10th year for Portland Uniform Weekend, sponsored by Andy
Mangels and In Uniform Online (www.inuniform.net).
Portland Uniform Weekend 2002 will playhostto a variety ofevents,
including two fancy dinners, a chance to get haircuts by the world—
renowned men ofClippers, specialbar and club nights, buffetbrunches,
a tour of the city‘s fire station and guided uniform shopping.
"Everyone is invited to attend," Mangels said, "even if you‘re
not ‘in uniform.‘ Bears and leather and flannel are just as wel—
come at the events."
Proceeds from the event will be donated to the Leather Ar—
chives & Museum in Chicago. For details on costs, accommoda—
tions, and schedule of events, go online to www.inuniform.net.
So What!
from page 34
some rambhngson love. What is love? Some may disagree, but I
say it‘s the field—leveler. Regardless of race, religion, sex, upbringing
or education, no one can say they‘ve never gone stark—raving mad
because of love. It makes us nauseous, sweaty and stupid. It makes
us irrational, irritable, tense and tingly. It makes us know we‘re con—
nected and alive. I hope we all get‘the tingles this Valentine‘s Day.
Here‘s to love! Thanks for reading So What! —we‘ll talk next month.

Jewelers
Hollice

555 S. Perkins Ext. Suite 302
Oak Hall Building
(901) s80—0020

Johnson

}

Beauty

Salon

1914

in

the

Poplar

beautiful

Parkview

901—722—4306

www.platinumjewelers.com

901—725—4606
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BAR
_ HAPPY HOUR EveryDayTill 10 p.m.
_ OPEN 7 Days A Week — 6 p.m. to 3 a.m.
FULL

MONDAY & TUESDAY
Karaoke with Jay at10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Dance Party with DJ Wolfy
THURSDAY
_ "Friends" and "Will & Grace" Night
Amateur Show at 10:30 p.m. — Beer Bust till Midnight
FRIDAY
|_ _
Beer Bust till Midnight
SUNDAY
Beer Bust till 10 p.m.
_| SHOWS EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY at 11 p.m.
___ FEATURING: Kirby Kincaid « Leslie Cartier + Simply Vonna
1349 Autumn Street « 901.274.8010

chews

Noy
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[076izVE
1528 MADISON » 901—274—8272 of Midtown Ps: in Fewn! §
LAISSEZ LES BON TEMPS ROULLEZ!
LETGOPARTYL
YOUR IKEiT7‘s
GRIEF & PETTY SORROW..
LENT Tomorrow!!
CELEBRATION
TUESDAY
)| BEA\
FEB. 12TH
‘COME
REVELIN
TRUE
LORENZ
PARTYTRADITION.
EVERYYEAR
WETHROW
DOWNWITH
FREE
FOOD
&
GIFTS.
DECADENT
REDBEANS
&
RICE,
KING
CAKE
WHILE IT LASTS.HOURLYCASH &DRINKSPECIALS,
PRIZE DRAWINGS FROM 7TILLMIDNIGHT.
BEADS AND VALUABLE DUBLOONS!

FREE

VISIT NANCY ON SUNDAYS FROM 10 A M TILL 6 P M. ALWAYS A

SPECIAL TIME WITH GOOD FRIENDS & GREAT FOOD!

SH (k
Happy
UnLent
ine‘s
THURS
DAYFE
B.14T
H
191)
6.500
2
FORLOU
INGCOU
PLES.
.
FIRSTB
EERBUY
1
.
.
GET1 FREE+OPEUALIDTHURSDAY,2/14 FROM7 P.M.TILL2:45 A.M.
NALL7NIG
HT
AWEE
DAY
S
K
Part
y
Auc
Nite
Long
With
DAVID, MATT, JEFF & JODY
LORENZ"
az,

Op

|.
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FINALLY

AN

EXCUSE

BESIDES

TO

COME

TOASTED

TO

ST.

LOUIS

RAVIOLL

g
BEar / uEpfuE® |

S“ N I FEB
sAT I FEB 1
sAT I FEB 2

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY
f
BIG SCREEN TV AND FREE FOOD IN THE CLUBHOUSE!
BAR OPENS AT 3PM!
i
MR. MISSOURI LEATHER CONTEST
SEE MISSOURI‘S HOTTEST LEATHER MEN COMPETE! $5
COVER IN THE CLUBHOUSE. MAIN BAR IS FREE.
BLUE MAX LEATHER RUN
HELP BLUE MAX WELCOME THEIR GUESTS! COCKTAIL
PARTIES FOR THE MEN BOTH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!

3858 MARKET / SAINT LOUIS / 314.535.4100 / JJSCLUBHOUSE.COM
PROUD HOME TO _.
‘Eg

{

L
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BARQ 8 clung
Backstreet Memphis
T
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
¢
Crossroads

f

Metro Memphis
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010

®

A N—Cognito

1278 Jefferson

338 S. Front @ Vance

(901) 276—8078

(901) 523—0599

A Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—8078

®

A One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE

J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909

A The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600

The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—4313 _

A Impulse
2865 Walnut Grove Road
(901) 323—6—FUN

A Lorenz/Aftershock
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272
Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—9839

Memphis Muddy Waters
1379 Lamar
(901) 276—0027
(not pictured on map)
aig
3

®

f

February 2002

Cafe Ole
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1 504
ag
Cafe Societ
213ZivoﬁhéEfzergreen
(901) 722—2177
R
t
(Reservations suggested)

)
&
j
lilly‘s d
th
50% Soﬁzlgperensme

901) 276—93 $o

COH
Melange
®

948 South Cooper

®

901) 276—0002"
POL
Molly‘s La Casita Mexican Restaurant
2006 Madison Avenue
901) 726—1873
G9
j

B
the R
® 2llsll()s£ll;ey
Zve‘gle
901) 278—BUN
£99

For Bar Llstlngs Outside

.

Memphis, See Page 59

f

MEMPHIS THEATERE

RESTAURANT

~ Circuit Playhouse
1705 Poplar Avenue

Twain‘s
(Inside Sam‘s Town Tunica)

Emerald Theatre Company
2085 Monroe Avenue

(800) 456—0711
(Reservations suggested)

Malco‘s Studio on the Square
2105 Court Avenue

Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place (behind Paulette‘s)
(901) 272—0022

Playhouse on the Square
51: South Cooper
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McLean Boulevard

North Willett

b

leveland Strbet

Evergreen
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Brothers United — Memphis

Hot Girl and Hot Boy 2001 are
Trinity Kourvoisier, left, and Rico
Suave Sr.

Reggie and
Dwayne
Chattanooga, Tenn. event.

at

Timothy of Nashville enjoying himself
on the dance floor.

Michael, Anthony and Michael while in
Jackson, Miss.
The Great Niesha Dupree,
Miss Gay National Plus

Tina Kourvoisier

Mr Flawless 2001 & 2002 Nio, and
friend

From left, Wallace of Washington, D.C.;
Marilyn of Jackson, Miss., "Lil Anthony,"
and Alex of Jacksonville, Fla.

e
Friends of Jackson, Miss.

February 2002
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Brothers United — Memphis

"AIDS is the #1 Killer of African
American Men & Women ages 25—44."
NATIONAL BLACK HIV/AIDS
_

AWARENESS DAY
COMMUNITY FORUM
Thursday, February 7

LeMoyne—Owen College Little Theatre
5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

INVITED GUESTS INCLUDE
Iu
gnitom Super
Performers Orion Star &
Takeisha Dupree

Unidentifiable guest

Congressman Harold Ford Jr.
Senator Roscoe Dixon
103.5 radio personality "Mother Wit"
Rev. Tony Peterson
Dr. Robin Womeodu
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
FREE HIV COUNSELING & TESTING
Memphis Shelby CountyHealth Department
FREE ORA SURE HIV TESTING
Memphis HIV Testing Coalition

Group picture from Jackson State University SAM CBA
meeting 2002

Ad paidfor by Anthony Hardaway, Brothers United
of Memphis & Club N—Cognito Memphis
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PLC
from page 22
_ The Positive Living Center, located onthe lower level ofFirst
Congregational Church, 1000 South Cooper, provides opportu—
nities for persons affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease
in a holistic manner. Recognizing the physical, emotional and
spiritual needs of all persons, the PLC provides a place for per—
sons with HIV/AIDS and their caregivers to participate in thera—
peutic activities that are designed to increase their ability to live
successfully with HIV/AIDS.
The PLC is open Tuesdaythrough Saturday from noon to 8
p.m. For more information, call Friends For Life at (901) 272—
0855 or the Positive Living Center at (901) 276—6022.

—
_
_
_|
_
_
|
_

Buddy Progﬁram

from

Qfan.‘

from page 28
And for those needing companion service, a waiting list is
being developed and Family Services case workers working in
the Friends For Life office willbeworking closely with Piechowski
to screen the list based on deepest need. If you feel you or some—
one else could benefit from the Buddy program, give Piechowski

—
—
_
_

_ f
a call at the Friends For Life offices at (901) 272—0855.
Al
The Buddy Program is being funded by an "Emerging Com— _
munities" grant and private donations.
}

"SISTER"

ACT

—

A Saturday

—

March 2

8 p.m.

exotic collection

at

242 So. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
PH. (901) — 272—2 1 1 1

Crossroads
corner of
—

Jefferson &
Claybrook

—

\

All proceeds benefit Holy Trinity Community
Church‘s Building Fund
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CIRCUIT
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Media Sponsored by Family and Friends Magazine
Season Media Sponsors: Jabberblabber Magazine,
Time Warner Communications, WKNO—FM
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When You‘re Looking For Something To Do

MSO to feature Ben E. King

Used book sale set February 23

The Memphis Symphony Orchestra will present a special
Valentine Pops concert featuring Ben E. King on Friday, Feb.
15, at 8 p.m. at Eudora Auditorium, located at 4684 Poplar at
Perkins. King will set a romantic mood with his many hits, in—
cluding "Spanish Harlem," "Amore," "This Magic Moment,"
"Save The Last Dance For Me" and "There Goes My Baby." Tick—
ets, which are $22 to $35, are available by calling the MSO Box
Office at (901) 324—3627, TicketMaster at (901) 525—1515 or by
visiting any TicketMaster location.

The Friends of the Library will hold a book sale at the
Randolph branch library, 3752 Given, on Saturday, Feb. 23, from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
{

New play slated at Theatreworks
Playwright‘s Forum will present Storm in the Iron Box by
Adam Kraar at Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Avenue, behind
Overton Square, Feb. 21—23, 28, March 2 and 7—9. All shows are
at 8 p.m. Storm in the Iron Box is based on the life of psychiatrist
‘Wilhelm Reich. Having immigrated to America in 1948, Reich‘s
main adversary is Pauline MacBridy, a young prosecutor who
believes his novel sexual theories are a threat to traditional
American values. Tickets, which are $8 for adults and $6 for
students and seniors, are available by calling (901) 725—2040.
Learn about Liberia at library
The public is invited to the Collierville Burch branch of the
Memphis /Shelby County Public Libraries & Information Cen—
ter, 501 Poplar View Parkway, on Saturday, Feb. 9, at 10:30 a.m.
to a lecture on Liberia featuring pictures and artifacts. For more
information, call (901) 853—2333.
Computer classes to beoffered
The Poplar—White Station branch library, 5094 Poplar Avenue,
will offer computer basics for adults on Thursday, Feb. 14, at
6:30 p.m. And on Thursday, Feb. 21, at 6:30 p.m., it will hold an
Internet Basics workshop.
Our Own Voice sets performance
The Our Own Voice Theatre Troupe will present synesthesia,
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 15 and 16, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Feb.
17, at 3 p.m. at TheatreWorks, located at 2085 Monroe. Written
by Robin Zimmer, directed by visual artist Chuck Zimmer and
choreographed by Kimberly Baker, synesthesia illustrates the thin
line between the visual, the auditory and the kinetic; between
the concrete and the abstract and between the "normal" and
the exceptional. Admission is $10 for adults and $8 for students
and senior citizens. The Sunday performance is Pay—What—You—
Can. For reservations or more information, call (901) 274—1000.

Carol Plunk to play in Memphis
Carol Plunk and her band will be at Impulse, 2865 Walnut
Grove Road, on Friday, Feb. 1, from 9 to 11 p.m. and at T.J.
Mulligans—Pinch District, on Saturday, Feb. 2, from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. She will be at One More, 2117 Peabody, on Sunday, Feb. 3,
from 5 to 7 p.m., and againat One More on Wednesday, Feb. 6,
from 7 to 9 p/.m. Plunk and her band will head to Florida for
quite a few gigs and then return to One More on Wednesday,
Feb. 27, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Sexiest safari setat Zoo
The Memphis Zoo invites you to "The Mating Game" on
Saturday, Feb. 9, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Bring your special some—
one and spend a romantic evening at the wildest spot in town
and learn the finer points of critter courtship. Sip wine, enjoy
gourmet cuisine, meet the zoo‘s own Dr. Ruth and be prepared
for some special surprises all evening. Tickets are $40 per per—
son and are available by calling (901) 725—3451.
Planetarium plans laser show
"LaserRock Featuring Pink Floyd‘s Dark Side of the Moon,"
returns to the Sharpe Planetarium, located in the Memphis Pink
Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, now through March 9.
Tunes from this ever—popular Pink Floyd album, deliv—
ered on the planetarium‘s new state—of—the—art sound sys—
tem, are choreographed with laser lights, slides and light—
ing effects on the planetarium‘s domed starfield. Showtimes
are 8, 9:30 and 11 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. Admis—
sion is $5.50 each.
f
For more information, call the "LaserRock" hotline at (901)
320—6333. For tickets or reservations, call (901) 320—6362.
Idols of the King continues run
Idols of the King, starring Jason Craig and Kim Justis as 17 _
different fans of the one and only King of Rock and Roll, is on _
stage now through March 3 at Playhouse on the Square, 51 South
Cooper. Showtimes are Thursday, Friday and Saturdays at 8
p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $20 for adults, $16 for _
seniors, $12 for students and military personnel and $10 for _
children under the age of 18. For tickets or more information _
call the box office at (901) 726—4656.
‘
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
Fri.—Mon. 8 p.m.—6 a.m.
www.backstreetmemphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2
1278 Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—1882
Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
IMPULSE
2865 Walnut Grove Road
(901) 323—6—FUN
Thurs. & Sun., 9 p.m.—2 a.m., Fri. & Sat., 10 p.m.—3 a.m.
J—WaAG‘Ss
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
THE JUNGLE
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—4313
2 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272
11 a.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Sat. e noon—? Sun.
MADISON FLAME
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—9839
}
7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
MEMPHIS MUDDY WATERS
1379 Lamar Avenue
(901) 276—0027
9 a.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a week
METRO MEMPHIS
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010—
6 p.m.—3 a.m. Tues.—Sun.
N—COGNITO
338 South Front @ Vance
(901) 523—0599
10 p.m.—3:30 a.m. Thurs. & Fri.
10 p.m.—5 a.m. Sat./10 p.m.—3:30 a.m. Sun.
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ONE MORE
2117Peabody
(901) 278—MORE (6673)
11 a.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
THE PUMPING STATION
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600
2 p.m.—3 a.m. 7 Days A Week
)
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
JACK & JILL‘S
3911 Northview Drive
(601) 982—JACK (5225)
9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat.
JACKS CONSTRUCTION SITE
425 North Mart Plaza
(601) 362—3108
5 p.m.—? 7 Days A Week
TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI
RUMORS
A
®
637 Highway 145
(662) 891—0761
8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat.
JACKSON, TENNESSEE
THE OTHER SIDE
3883 Highway 45 North
(901) 668—3749
5 p.m.—midnight Sun.—Thurs.
5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3 a.m. Sat.

€OCIAL
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
B.G.A.L.A.
(University ofMemphis Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Association)
(901) 678—5719
BGALA is a social, political and eduational organization.
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN‘ SQUARES—MEMPHIS
(901) 272—2116
s
Meets Thursday nights at 7:30 p.m. at Prescott Memorial Bap—
tist Church, 499 Patterson (Near The University of Memphis)
Square dancing social group
Ir YOUR ORGANIZATION ISN°T LISTED HERE,
CALL (901) 682—2669
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€OCIAL continued
TSARUS MEMPHIS

MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY)

P.O. Box 41082, Memphis, TN 38174

‘P.O. Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124

(901) 276—4132

(901) 335—6249

Levi—leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every month at The

Peer support group for 13— to 21—year olds dealing with gay,

Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar Aveune, at 10 p.m. e Men Only

lesbian, bisexual and gender issues‘

Email: info@tsarus.org

www.gaymemphis.com/magy

website: www.tsarus.org

MEMPHIS BEARS
MISSISSIPPI

1066 Wrenwood, Memphis, TN 38122
GLBA OF OLE MISS

(901) 323—4773

—

P.O. Box 3541, University, MS 38677

Meets the 2nd Saturday of every month at The Pumping Sta—
tion, 1382 Poplar Ave., at 10 p.m. e Men Only

(662) 915—7049

Email: info@memphisbears.com

email: glba@olemiss.edu

Website: www.memphisbears.com
GLBF
P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762

MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER

(662) 325—8241

P.O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174

email: glbf@org.msstate.edu

(901) 324—GAYS (4297)

*

www.msstate.edu/org/glbf

www.memphisgayweb.org
SPORTS
MEMPHIS PRIDE INC.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

P.O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN 38111—1265
(901) 327—PRIDE

BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION

Monthly open meetings have been suspended until April 2002,

P.O. Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174—1803

at which time meetings will be held third Monday of each month

(901) 726—4342 e email: memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com

at Holy Trinity Church, 3430 Summer Ave., at 7 p.m.

Organizes gay sports leagues, including softball and volleyball

MIRROR IMAGE

BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE

P.O. Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052

Cordova Bowling Center, 7945 Club Center Cove

A support group for trans individuals meets the 3rd Saturday

(901) 737—7824 OR (901) 465—4371

of every month at 7 p.m.

This co—ed bowling league meets every Sunday at 5:45 p.m. at

For more information and locations of meetings, write or email

the Cordova Bowling Center —

{

at memphisgroup@usa.com
WHOLENESES

PEL.A.G.
(Parents, Family & Friends of Lesbians & Gays)

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

(901) 754—3136

FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER

Support meetings for parents, family and friends of gay, les—

(901) 272—0855

bian, bisexual and transgendered persons

Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd Monday of every month at St. John‘s

email: amdrake@mem.po.com

United Methodist Church, Bellevue @ Peabody, beginning at 6 p.m.

SUNSHINE TRAVELERS
(901) 488—4752

INTO THE LIGHT
:

(an open women‘s Alcoholics Anonymous meeting group)

Meets every other Tuesday at 7 p.m. at The Jungle, 1474 Madison Ave.

Meets each Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
Church, 3430 Summer Avenue. Email: kilo17@bellsouth.net

TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE

4

(901) 357—1921

MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENTHOOD

Club nights and meetings vary; contact for info

men and

1407 Union Avenue Extended, 3rd Floor

women welcome

(901) 725—1717

www.tnleathertribe.org

.

HIV & STD

testing, gynecological preventive care

email: info@tnleathertribe.org

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION ISN‘T LisTED uErs, CALL (901) 682—2669
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SAFE HARBOR MCC

continued

1488 Madison Avenue (in the Lamba Center)
(901) 458—0501
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK

email: SafeHarborMCC@aol.com

880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN

Sunday worship at 10:30 a.m. « Thursday Bible study at 7 p.m.

(901) 545—8265
Free comprehensive, supportive services and voc/rehab ser—

OTHER LOCALES

vices to the HIV—positive

CAMP SISTER SPIRIT
P.O. Box 12, Ovett; MS 39464

ORORO—CROSSROADS

Feminist education

(901) 743—2900
Support group for African—American, same—gender—loving men

center

www.rainbowpriderv.net/css
email: sisterspir@aol.com

For information, contact James at (901): 529—9549

MCC OF THE RAINBOW

THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER

5565 Robinson Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204

1000 South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN

(601) 372—6644

(901) 726—6022 e Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8 p.m.
Provides opportunities for persons affected by HIV/AIDS to

Sunday Service at 11:30 p.m.

manage the disease in a holistic manner, free of charge.
POLITICAL
WELLNESS CENTER AT HTCC
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

3430 Summer Avenue, Memphis, TN 38122
(901) 754—9423 OR (901) 320—9376

f

;

MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION FOR JUSTICE

Offers a support program for gay parents and a support pro—

P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124

gram for married men dealing with sexual identity.

A civil rights group that promotes equality and combats

YWCA ENCORE

email: mlgcj@yahoo.com

prejuidice and discrimination among GLBT peresons
j

MedPlex, 880 Madison Avenue

(901) 754—4356

www

Support group for lesbians with breast cancer meets every
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon

MISSISSIPPI
EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI
P.O. Box 6021, Jackson, MS 39288—6021

SERIOUS SOBER OPEN AA MEETING

(888) 843—5432

(anopen men & women‘s Alcoholics Anonymous meeting)

email: EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org

Meets each Friday at 8 p.m. at Prescott Memorial Baptist Church,

website: EqualityMS.org

499 Patterson (near The University of Memphis)
(901) 324—9200

SPIRITUAL
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS
102 N. Second Street, Memphis, TN 38103
(901) 525—6602
People of all faiths and ideologies are welcome
Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary
Episcopal Church. Dinner at 7 p.m.
www.geocities.com/ integrity_memphis/main.html

LAMBDA CIRCLE
(901) 278—6786
Open to all GLBT persons of faith to join in an affirming time of
prayer, Bible study and discussion.
Meets the 2nd Tuesday of every month from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at.
First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper Street.

GAYELLOW PAGES"
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
& Transgender Resource since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses USACanade:
accommodations, bars, bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists,
travel services, organizations, media, religious groups,
help lines & HIV/AIDS resources, much more. Index & fast access phone list.
USACANADA: $16 by first class mail: includes all states and provinces.
plus national headquarters of organizations, mail order companies, etc.
NEW
SECTION
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DFE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
, MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, Ri, SC, TN,

TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
A Future editions will include Ethnic/Multicultural section A
Not a local giveaway:
Buy us at gay—friendly stores like
inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535
Brushstrokes, Atlanta 404—876—6567
Outwrite Bookstore, Atlanta, 404—607—0082
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 19914
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—1126
Email: GAYELLO@BANET.NET
\http://gayellowpages.com ./

—
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HOROSCOPES

nouns
Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — The time is right to consider
new challenges. You will reap the benefits of new ideas stud—
ied. The stars are with you now.
Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — It‘s time for some serious relax—
ation this month. Let your worries go and take time to day—
dream, vacation and just enjoy life.
Aries (March 21—April 20) — If you get out and mingle, the
rewards will be yours. Focus is on making dreams come true.
Venus promises a pleasurable romantic or social encounter.
Taurus (April 21—May 21) — Creative and romantic doubts
should take a back seat to more positive views this month. Re—
member, Taureans‘ determination is a gift you‘ve had since birth.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — Travel plans will set you on the
right path as the new year begins. Changing times will certainly
bring you new opportunities. What you desire is now yours.
Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Focus now is on finding new ap—
proaches to old ideas. Remember, important things can be lost when
you take unnecessary risks. Let lessons learned be your guide.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — As the Sun moves through your re—
lationship sector, your significant other will take on more of an
importance in yourlife. Partners who work together gain much.

Virgo (Aug. 24—Sept. 23) — Stay healthy by staying physi—
cally active. Don‘t keep things bottled up inside — let them out.
Focus is on personal relationships as the month progresses.
Libra (Sept. 24—Oct. 23) — Now is the time to take stock of
your talents and abilities, as there are many paths to success.
Venus, the planet of romance and friendship, moves into your
relationship sector.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — Consider turning hobbies and
crafts into money—making ideas now. Good news may be on
the horizon in regard to joint finances and investments.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — If you‘re seeking bigger
rewards this year, then now is the time to lay the ground
work. The stars will be kind to those who work towards their
own goals.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — More money could be
yours very soon. If it sounds too good to be true, it prob—
ably is so don‘t take any unnecessary risks now. Adapt to
the changing times.
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment purposes
only and are for the month of February 2002.

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST
COMPLETE ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES — PREVIEW BOOTHS

FANTASY
wAREHOUSE®
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Road
(901) 683—9649
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Road
Mini Theatre (Brooks Rd. Only)

+

(901) 345—0825

ye ( +5124,

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins —

(901) 358—8642

NOW RENTING DVDs

Employment Opportunities Available
op
{um-A
j & checks accepted at #1 and #4 ONLY
OPEN Monday — Saturday, 8 a.m. to Midnight
Closed Sundays & Holidays

Memphis Regional
A Planned Parenthood"
Confidential STD and HIV/AIDS Testing
For Men and Women — 725—1717
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Ozment

Attorney at Law |
138 North Third Street

Jefferson

(901)

Fourth Street

%f

138 N. Third

Third Street

Second Street

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

525—HELP

(4357)

e—mail — thoz @ aol.com

Criminal Defense
State and Federal Court

Drug Possession—DUI—Driving On Revoked License
Domestic Violence, All Felonies and Misdemeanors

_
Divorce, Child Custody and Visitation, Bankruptcy, Personal
Injury, Auto Accidents and Social Security Disability
Other Areas of Practice Include:

Payment Plans Available in Most Cases
Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express Accepted

Not Certified As A Civil Trial, Criminal Trial or Consumer Bankruptcy Specialist By
the Tennessee Commission On Continuing Legal Education and Specialization
—

